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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LANGLANDS PROGRAM
M. RAM MURTY, FRSC

RÉSUMÉ.
Cette article est une exposition des résultats récents dans
le programme de Langlands. Notamment, c'est un exposé du travail de
Shahidi et Kim sur la théorie des fonctions L attachées aux puissances
symétriques tensorielles d'une représentation automorphe de GL n .

This article is based on a a series of lectures deUvered at the Centre de
Recherches Mathématiques in Montréal in April 2002. These lectures focussed
solely on recent progress in the Langlands program over number fields. Spectacular progress has been made recently in the function field case but we do not
report on that here.
We will begin with an informal motivation discussing four outstanding conjectures (stiU unresolved) that form the background thought emd subconscious
force that drives much of the program. These are the Sato-Tate conjecture, the
Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture, the Selberg eigenvedue conjecture, and Artin's
conjecture about non-abeliem L-functions attached to complex linear Gedois representations. Then, we wiU give a brief and formed description of the construction
of Lemglemds' L-functions and state the basic conjectures about them. In the final sections, we report on the progress made so far towards these conjectures
highUghting those advances made in the last decade.
1. T h e Sato-Tate conjecture. Given em elUptic curve E over a number
field F, we know that for each prime ideed v of F where E has good reduction,
the number of points of E mod v is given by
Ar(i;) + 1 - Ou
where N{v) denotes the norm of v and av satisfies Basse's inequality
|a„|<2(7\r(t;)) 1 / 2 .
One can therefore write
at, = 2iV(u) 1 / 2 cos» t ,
where 0 < #„ < TT. The Sato-Tate conjecture is a statement about how the
angles Bv eire distributed in the interval [0, TT] as u veuries. In the case that E has
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complex multiplication, the behaviour is known emd is a classical result of Hecke
[H, pp. 215-234, 249-281]. In particular, Hecke's theorem says that if the CM
field is contained in F, then the angles are uniformly distributed in [0, TT] in the
sense of Weyl.
By contrast, in the non-CM case, Tate [T] and independently Sato conjectured
that the angles eure not uniformly distributed with respect to the usued Lebesgue
measure but rather with respect to the measure
-sin2edB.
TT

More precisely, they conjecture that the number of prime ideals v with norm less
than x with 0„ G (a, fi) is asymptotic as x tends to infinity, to
(- /

sin2^)irF(x),

with 7rF(x) denoting the number of prime ideals with norm less them or equed to
x. In a recent paper, Akiyama and Tanigawa [AT] make the stronger conjecture
that the error term in this asymptotic formula is
0(x 1 / 2+£ )
for any e > 0. By applying Koksma's inequality in the theory of Diophantine
approximation, they show that their conjecture impUes that Li{s) (defined below) satisfies the analog of the Riemann hypothesis. A minor modification of
their proof shows that in fact, edl of the Lm{s) (see below) satisfy the Riemann
hypothesis as a consequence of their strong form of the Sato-Tate conjecture.
In the special case that E is defined over the rational number field, the modularity conjecture of Taniyama, Shimura and Weil (now a theorem) says that there
exists a cusp form / ^ of weight 2 (see definition in Section 2) such that for each
prime p of good reduction for E,avis the p-th Fourier coefficient ap{fE) of fsIt then seems plausible that the Sato-Tate conjecture is really a statement about
Fourier coefficients of cusp forms which are Hecke eigenforms. That this indeed
should be the case, is predicted by Serre [Se]. More precisely, if / is a new form
of weight fc and level N, we may write
o P (/) = 2p(fc-1>/2cos0p.
If / is not of CM-type, then Serre predicts that the angles 6V are distributed with
respect to the Sato-Tate measure
- sin2 Odd
TT

as in the elliptic curve case.
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In a fundeimental paper, Langlands [La] outlined an approach to this conjecture
via the theory of L-functions. We wiU be more precise about the origins of these
L-functions in a later section. For now, they can be defined as follows.
Let ap = eier and /3p = e _ ' 9 p . For each natural number m, set
/

m-jm\
n"

l

Lm{s,f)= (p,JV)=l
n J=0
n !-These L-functions are referred to as symmetric power L-functions. Clearly,
Lm{s,f) converges absolutely for 5R(s) > 1. For m = 0, we have Lo{s,f) is
(apeirt from a few Euler factors) equal to the Riemann zeta function. Langlands
[La] indicated that if each Lrn{s,f),m>l,
extends to an analytic function emd
does not vanish on the line 5R(s) = 1, then the Sato-Tate conjecture follows as a
consequence. A more rigorous treatment and proof was later provided by Serre
[Se]. Subsequently, Kumar Murty [VKM] showed that the non-vanishing hypothesis can be dropped since the analytic continuation emd a superb generedization
of the classical technique of Hadamard and de la Vallée Poussin establish that
L m ( l + tt, / ) 5^ 0. In this way, the Sato-Tate conjecture has been reduced to a
problem of anedytic continuation of certain L-functions.
Concerning the functions L m ( s , / ) for m > 1, Langlands conjectures that each
of them extends to ein entire function of s. This problem lies at the heart of the
Langlands program emd has been the muse of many discoveries and advances in
the theory.
What is known about these anedytic continuations? For m = 1, the assertion
that Li(s, / ) extends to an entire function is the work of Hecke [H]. It comes as
a consequence of the theory of modular forms. Thus, encapsulated in Li(s, / ) is
a good chunk of what is called GL2-theory which we will elaborate on below.
The method of Rankin [Ra] emd Selberg [Sel] shows that

C(s)L2(S,/)
extends to 3î(s) = 1 except for a simple pole at s = 1. As the Riemann zeta
function does not veinish on 3t{s) = 1, s ^ 1, and at s = 1, it has only a simple
pole, we conclude that L2(s, / ) extends to an analytic function for 5î(s) > 1. The
Rankin-Selberg method however, does not allow us to conclude that L 2 ( s , / )
itself extends to em entire function since it does not exclude the possibility that
L2{s,f) has poles at the zeros of C(s). Thus a new technique was needed to
deduce the required property of L2(s,/). This is a famous theorem of Shimura
[Sh] which signedled the famous Shimura correspondence between cusp forms of
integral weight and certain cusp forms of half-integral weight.
Recently Shahidi and Kim [KS] have proved:
THEOREM 1. L3{s,f)

extends to an entire function.

Very recently, Kim [K] has proved that
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2. Li{s,f)

extends to an entire function.

As a further consequence of their work, Kim and Shahidi [KS] have established
that for 5 < m < 9, L m (s) has meromorphic continuation to the entire complex
plane.
These results represent tremendous progress in the Langlemds program emd
have significant consequences to other questions we wiU consider, neunely to the
Ramemujan-Petersson conjecture emd the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture which we
wiU elucidate below.
2. Maass forms. Let % he the upper half plane. The group SL2(Z) eicts on
the upper half-plane via thefractionedlinear transformations:
fa
\c

b\
_az + b
d)'Z~
cz + d'

It is convenient to consider the extended upper half-plane W which is U together
with aU the rational numbers and the point too. These eidditioned points (that is
the set of rational numbers emd too) eire cedled cusps. One extends the action of
SL2(Z) to %* in the obvious way. Let IViV) be the (Hecke) congruence subgroup
of SL2(Z) defined by the set

|7€SL 2 (Z):7sfj *VmodAo|.
Let x be a Dirichlet charewter mod N. A modular form of weight fc and level N
and Nebentypus x is defined as a holomorphic function f-.H* -*C satisfying the
tremsformation

fi^-W+VtC).

*(: J)*row.

The set of edl such forms comprises a finite dimensioned C-vector space, denoted
Mk{N, x) over the complex numbers. The subspace of forms vanishing at aU the
cusps is denoted Sk{N, x)- The elements of this space are called cusp forms. Since

(J ^ W ) ,
the condition above impUes that any modular form / has a Fourier expansion of
the form
jtanif)e2l'il".

fiz) =
n=0

Any such function f{z) can edso be viewed as a smooth function /(x, y) of two
real variables x, y and the holomorphy condition can be reformulated using the
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Cauchy-Riemann equations. Consequently f{x,y) is an eigenfunction of the nonEucUdean Lapleician
2f d2
d2\
A=

-y [dxt + W2)-

If we drop the condition of holomorphy from the definition of a modular form
emd insist only that our function still is em eigenfunction of A, we arrive at the
notion of a Maass wave form. Such forms necesseu-ily have a Fourier expansion of
the form

f{x,y) = '£an{f,y)e2*in*.
n=0

The condition that / be an eigenfunction of the Laplacian with eigenvalue A
meeins that / satisfies the (Whittaker) differentied equation
-y2Tl^n{f,y)

= (A - 47r 2 nV)a n (/,t/).

If we put bn{f,y) = an{f,y/2Tm)/y/y/2Tm,
Bessel equation:

then bn{f,y) satisfies the famous

y2^bnif,y) + y±bn{f,y) - (y2 + ( } " * ) ) bn{f,y) = 0.
The solutions of these equations have been well studied for over two centuries.
For n = 0, Whitteiker's equation simpUfies to
y2j-2ao{f,y)

= -Aao(/,y)

and it is easy to see that edl solutions are of the form
bo{y) = ay3 + by1'3,

A = s(l - s).

Observe that if A = 0, that is, / is holomorphic, then the equation simplifies to
-£-20.n{f,y) = AiT2n2an{f,y)
and any solution is of the form
an{f, V) = an{f)e-2™y + an{f)'e2™y.
Since our functions are holomorphic at too, the second solution drops out and we
find that our solution for A = 0 has the form
f{x,y) =ao + ^ a n*n\J
( / ) )*•e 2irmz
n=l
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which is the feuniUar Fourier expansion of a modular form.
In the general case, when A 7^ 0, we write
x = 1- + 2r 2
A
4
and derive the Fourier expemsion for / as
/ (*) = ao{f)ya + a'o{f)y1-3 + £

an{f)JyKiT{2T:\n\y)e2*inx,

n^O

where

1 f*

e-j,co8hte-irtdf

Such a function is called a Maass wave form corresponding to the eigenvalue A.
If f{z) is a Maass wave form, so is t o f{z) = f{-z) with the same eigenvalue.
As t 2 = 1, we can diagonalize the space of Maass forms with eigenvalue A with
respect to t. If t o / = / , we say / is even and if LO f = —/, we say / is odd.
Maass proved that if / is a cusp form so that ao(/) and ao(/)' both veinish, then
the Dirichlet series
JI=I

extends to an entire function and satisfies a functional equation of the form

^r(i±i^:)r(î±i±ir) i ( S ,/)
. ^.-. r (i^lizir) r ( i ^ ± i ± i ) m - ,,7)
for a sidtable constemt A, and w of absolute vedue 1, and 5 = 0 or —1 depending
on whether / is even or odd. (For further details about Maass forms, see [Bu,
pp. 103-119].)
The Reunanujan-Petersson conjecture (stiU unresolved) predicts that
Onif) = 0{ne)
for emy € > 0. The best residt known as a consequence of the work of Shahidi
emd Kim is

anif) = 0(n7/64)
due to Kim emd Sarnak [KSk].
Selberg's eigenvalue conjecture predicts that
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Selberg himself proved it in the case N = 1 and showed in genered that

The best result here, again due to Kim and Sarnak is
A > — = .238.
" 4096
It is edso an open problem to determine the dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue A. In the case N = 1, this space is conjectured to
be one-dimensioned.
AU of these results are made possible because of our increasing knowledge of
symmetric power L-functions. Indeed, in the paper alluded to above, Langlands
[La] showed how one cem construct for each Maass form, a family of L-functions
L m (s, / ) simileir to the case of holomorphic / . However, unUke the holomorphic
case, it is not known at present if all of these L-functions are analytic in a fixed
half-plane. If this were so, Langlands showed that both the Ramanujan-Petersson
and Selberg conjectures would foUow. We wiU describe this in some more detail
in the section below.
3. Artin's conjecture. As before, let F be an algebraic number field with
ring of integers OF- Let K/F be a finite Galois extension with group G. Given
a prime ideal p of F, we have by a classical theorem of Dedekind a unique
factorization
into prime ideals pi. For each prime ideal p of if, we define the decomposition
group
Dp = {uGG: a{p) = p}
and a normal subgroup of Dp called the inertia group
Ip = {a GG : (j{x) = x(modp),Vx G OK}.
The quotient group Dp/ip is canonically isomorphic to the Galois group of the
finitefieldextension OK/P over OF/P- It has a generator (Tp called the Frobenius
automorphism that is uniquely determined by the property
ap(x) = xVVF/<'(p)(modp).
Thus, (Tp is determmed uniquely modulo the inertia subgroup (which is trivied
apart from a finite set of primes which are ramified in AT). Its conjugeicy class is
denoted Op and is cedled the Artin symbol of p in the literature.
Now suppose that V is a finite dimensional representation of G. That is, we
have a homomorphism
p:G_>GL(n
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with V afinite-dimensionalvector space over C. Artin attached em L-function to
such a representation by setting:

L{s,p; K/F) = ndet(l - p{ap)NF/(}{p)-3 \ TA-)"1
P

where as remarked above (Tp is uniquely determined modulo the inertia subgroup so that the determinant in the definition above is weU-defined since it only
depends on the conjugeicy class of p for any pjp and we are restricting to the
subspeice fixed by the inertia subgroup /p.
These L-functions have certain functorial properties. First, it is cleeu: that they
only depend on the character x of Pi so therefore, we denote L(s, p ; K/F) by
L{s, x ; K/F). Also, if X = Xi + X2, then
L( S ,x ; K/F) = L{s,xi ; K/F)L{s,X2 ; K/F).
It is less clear that Artin L-series are invariant under the induction of characters.
This was proved by Artin. Namely, if R is a subgroup of G and KH is its fixed
subfield, then for emy character ip of H, we have
L{s,ip ; K/KH) = L(s,Indg V ; K/F).
Artin conjectured that for any irreducible chareicter x of G which is not trivial,
L(s, x ; K/F) extends to an entire function. As a culmination of the development
of classfieldtheory, he showed that his conjecture is true for any one-dimensioned
character. This theorem embodies the famous reciprocity law of Artin [A].
Motivated by Artin's conjecture, Brauer [B] proved a fundamented theorem
in group theory now cedled Brauer's induction theorem. It says that given any
character x of G we may write it as a Z-Unear combination
i

with ipi one-dimensional. Thus,
L(s,x ; K/F) = YlL{s,lnd% & ; K/F)n*.
i

Now using the fact that Artin L-series are invariemt under induction and the
reciprocity law, we deduce that every Artin L-function extends to a meromorphic
function of s.
One of the consequences of Artin's conjecture is Dedekind's conjecture that
the Dedekind zeta function CM(S) of a finite extension of F is always divisible by
CF{S). That is, ÇM{S)/CF{S) is entire. If M/F is Galois, Dedekind's conjecture
is known and this is the celebrated theorem of Aramata and Brauer. Dedekind's
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conjecture is also known to be true whenever M is contedned in a solvable extension M of F . A simple proof can be found in [KM]. In the paper [KM] (see
also [FM]), Kumar Murty proves by em exceedingly simple method the foUowing
result. Fix SQ 6 C and let nx be the order of the zero (or pole) L(s, x, K/F) at
s = SQ. Then
X

where the sum is over all the irreducible characters of Gal(iif/F) and ro is the
order of the Dedekind zeta function 0c( s ) at s = SQ. This impUes the upper
bound | n x | < ro and as a consequence, we can deduce that for any irreducible
chareicter X)

L{s,x,K/FKK{s)
is reguleir for all s ^ 1. It is actually possible to be a bit more precise. By a
ceireful application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequedity in [KM], one can derive the
sharper estimate | n x | < ro if n x < 0.
A primary goal of the Langlands program is to prove Artin's conjecture. In
fact, certain L-functions already defined by Langlemds have been shown to extend to entire functions by Godement and Jacquet [GJ]. The famous Langlemds
reciprocity conjecture is that each Artin L-function attached to an irreducible
cheiracter is one of these functions already known to be entire.
This aspect of the program has had remarkable success. For instance, in the
case of two dimensional Galois representations p, the following theorem is a consequence of the work of Langlands [La2] and Tunnell [Tu]:
T H E O R E M 3. If p is a two-dimensional representation o/Gal(Q/Q) with solvable image in PGL2(C), then Artin's conjecture is true.

In fact, more is true. The Artin L-function is automorphic (in the sense to
be defined below). This theorem, can be viewed as a two-dimensioned analogue
of Artin's reciprocity law. This theorem, certainly being one of the pinnacles of
20th century mathematics was the steirting point of the proof of Wiles [Wi] of the
modularity conjecture referred to above. Combining this work with that of Ribet,
one obtains a complete proof of the much celebrated Fermat's Last Theorem.
In case the image is non-solvable, some new results have been estabUshed,
notably in the work [BDST].
4. The adele ring Ap. To begin our description of the Langlands program,
we need to introduce adeles and adele groups as well eis discuss their representation theory. The notion of an adele cem be motivated in the following way in the
case of the rational number field. It cem be regarded as an infinite tuple
a = (000,02,03,05,...)
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with Ooo € K and Op G Qp, the p-adic number field, so that ap G Zp (the ring
of p-adic integers) for p sufficiently large. The set of edl such adeles cem be made
into a ring AQ by componentwise addition emd multipUcation. Observe that the
rationals can be viewed as a subring of the eideles via the embedding

To each such a, we can define a cheureicter Xa on the additive group of the rationals
by setting
Xa{x) = exp(27rt(-a0ox -I- a2X + azx H ))
where we interpret the exponential as follows. For p sufficiently large, x is a padic integer and so CpX is a p-eidic integer, so we ignore these in the eveduation
of the exponential. For the remaining finitely memy primes, we can write OpX
as the sum of rational number (determined from the "polar pent" of Opx) and
a p-eidic integer, which ageiin we ignore in the evaluation of the exponentied. In
this way, we view the argument of the exponential as a reed number emd evaluate
the exponential as a function of a reed variable. One cem easily check that this
gives a well-defined cheureicter of the eidditive group of the rationeds. Moreover,
two adeles a and b give rise to the seune cheiracter if emd only if
o — 6 = (x,x,x,...)

for some rational number x. Thus, the character group of the rationals is isomorphic to AQ/Q. The adeUc topology, defined below, is made so that this isomorphism is one of topologiced groups.
Generedly, for em edgebredc number field F, we define the eidele ring AF as
foUows. For each place v of F let F,, be the completion of F at v. Thus, in the
case v is finite, F„ is the field of u-eidic numbers emd in the infinite case, it is
either E or C. As a set AF consists of all infinite tuples (xv) where x„ G Fv and
for all but finitely many places, xv Ues in the ring Ov of w-adic integers. We make
AF into a ring by defining addition emd multiplication componentwise. Then we
impose the eidelic topology on it by declaring that for each finite set 5 of places
of F which contedns the infinite places, the subring

n ^ x n ov,
v€S

v$S

endowed with the product topology, is a basic open neighbourhood of the identity.
One then checks that with this topology, Af is a locedly compact topological ring.
Moreover, one cem think of F as being embedded in AF via the map

Now let n > 1 emd G = GLn. For any commutative ring R with identity, G{R)
denotes the group of n x n matrices over R whose determinant is a unit of R. By
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Mr we denote a generic r x r matrix and by IT the r x r identity matrix. The
so-called standard paraboUc subgroups of GLn can be described as foUows. They
are in one-to-one correspondence with the peirtitions n = ni H
1- TV- For each
such partition, the stemdeird parabolic subgroup corresponding to this partition
consists of matrices of the form
'M n i

*

and any peirabolic subgroup is a GLn conjugate of a standard paraboUc subgroup.
A paraboUc subgroup has a Levi decomposition of the form P = MN where N
is the unipotent radical of P. M is called the Levi component of P. In the case
of the standard paraboUc, M and N can be described as consisting of matrices
of the form
'Mn,
\
//„, *
*

MnJ

\

Inr.

respectively. We wiU write Np to denote the unipotent radical in the Levi decomposition of a paraboUc subgroup P.
The adelic topology on G(AF) is similarly defined. Namely, for eeich finite set
S as before, we declare

l[G{Fv)x]lG{Ov),
ves
v^s
with the product topology, to be a basic open neighbourhood of the identity. The
adeUc topology on G{AF) makes it into a locaUy compact group in which G(F)
is embedded diagonally as a discrete subgroup. If Z denotes the subgroup of
scalar matrices in G(Ai?), then the coset space ZG(F) \G(Af ) with the quotient
topology has finite volume with respect to emy G(Ai?)-mvariant measure. This
coset space is to be viewed as the higher dimensional anedogue of the upper hedfplane discussed earlier. We will now consider certedn square integrable functions
on this space.
5. Automorphic representations. A charewiter w of AF/F*
Grossencharacter. We consider the HUbert space

is cedled a

L 2 (G(F)\G(A f .),u;)
defined as the speice of measurable functions (p on the coset speice G(F) \ G(Ajr)
satisfying the conditions:
(i) <p{zg) = u}{z)<p{g) for all 2 e Z and 5 6 G(F) \ G(A F );
(") fzG(F)\G(*.F) IHiïfdg < 00.
The subspace of cusp forms Lo(G(F) \ G{AF),U) is defined by the extra
condition
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(ui) for all peirabolic groups P of

G{AF),

j

<p{ng) dn = 0

INP(F)\NP{AF)

for every g G G{AF).
Let R be the right regular representation of G{AF) on L 2 (G(F) \ G(Ai?),w)
given by the action
iR{g)<P){x) = <p{xg)
for (p € L 2 (G(F) \ G(Air), w) and x,^ e G{AF). This is a unitary representation
of G{AF). An automorphic representation is a subquotient of the right regular
representation of G ( A F ) on L 2 (G(F) \ G{AF),U}). A cuspided automorphic representation is a subrepresentation of the right reguleir representation of G{AF)
onL 2 (G(F)\G(A F ), W ).
A representation of G{AF) is called admissible if its restriction to the maximal
compact subgroup
K=

H

Un{C) x J ] 0„(R) x J ] GL n (0„)

v complex

ti real

v finite

contedns each irreducible representation of K with only finite multipUcity.
To describe euimissible representations, we need the notion of the restricted
tensor product introduced in [JL]. Let {Wv : v e V} be a family of vector spaces
indexed by V and Vb a finite subset of V. In our case, V will be the set of places
of F and Vb the set of infinite places. For each v G V \Vo, let xo he a non-zero
vector in Wv. For eeich finite subset 5 of V containing Vb, let
Ws = (g)Wv.
ves
If 5 C 5', let
fs,S' • Ws —>• Ws'
be defined by
0 u ; „ H - > ( g ) w „ (g)

x v.

«65

•

«6S

v€S'\S

Then, the restricted tensor product of the Wv with respect to the xv, W =
0 X Wv is defined as the inductive limit of the Ws. It is known (see [F, p. 181])
that any irreducible admissible representation of GLn(Ai?) can be written as
a restricted tensor product (S^iu where 7rv is an irreducible representation of
GLn{Fv). Moreover, the factors are unique up to equivalence.
For each finite v, one can construct certain representations of GLn(F„) as
foUows. Consider the Borel subgroup
'bi
B F

i v)

= { I

*

• • • * ! } ÇGL n (F v ).
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For any n-tuple of complex numbers, 2 = ( 2 1 , . . . , z„), define Xz on R(F„) by
\bi\?--\bn\zv\

Xzib) =

where j • |„ denotes the v-adic norm. This gives us a quasi-character on B{FV).
Let wVtZ be the representation of GL n (F„) obtained by inducing Xz from B{FV)
to GL n (F v ). We shall assume
Stizi)>niZ2)>"->3tiZn).
Then, the Langlands classification theorem (see [BW, Chapter 11, Section 2]) tells
us that 7r„i2 has a unique irreducible quotient 7rViZ. The representations obtained
in this way are cedled the unramified principed series. If nv is any representation
of GL n (F v ) equivalent to 7r„i2, we can define
A„ = d i a g ( M r Z l , . . . , N v - Z n ) G GL n (C)
where Nv denotes the norm of v.
Now let Tr = (^)v irv be an irreducible, admissible automorphic representation
of GL n (AF). As TT is admissible, there is a finite set S of places contedning the
infinite pleices, such that nv belongs to the unreunified principed series. For such
v, define
L„(s, nv) = det(l - A u M T 8 ) - 1
and set
Ls{s,ir) = IlL„(5,7r v ).
v$S

It is possible to define L„(s,7r„) forvGS
L{S,K)

so that the complete L-function

= Y[L„{s,nv)
V

extends to an entire function and satisfies a functioned equation when TT is cuspidal. This is a theorem of Godement and Jacquet [GJ].
The Ramanujem conjecture in this fuU generedity predicts that edl the eigenvalues of Av are of absolute value 1 for cuspidal representations. This is stiU one
of the centred unresolved problems in the Lemglemds program. Below, we wiU
discuss what is known in the general case.
In the case n = 1, an automorphic representation is a Grossenchareicter emd
L-functions of Grossencharacters were studied in detail by Hecke [H] who established their analytic continuations and functional equations. Hecke used classical
methods emd this was reworked using the adelic freunework by Tate in his celebrated thesis [Ta].
In the case n = 2 emd F = Q, the L-function of a cuspidal automorphic
representation is either the L-function of a holomorphic cusp form (attached to
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some weight emd level) or the L-function of a Maass wave form. DeUgne's work
[D] establishes the Ramanujan conjecture for only the holomorphic cusp forms.
Thus the case of Maass forms is still left open.
In the case n = 3, Hoffstein and Murty [HM] have given a more classical
treatment of L-functions attached to automorphic representations.
There are several expository accounts of the Langlands program treating the
general case that we may refer the reeider to. The first one is Gelbart's eurticle
[G] but this is alreedy 20 years old. Another one is due to Murty [M2]. A more
recent report is Knapp's article [Kn] and a progress report of Hennieurt [He].
The famous reciprocity conjecture of Langlemds asserts that every Artin Lfunction L(s, p ; K/F) attached to an irreducible representation p of degree n
must coincide with an L(s,7r) with TT a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GL7l(Ajr). Since these latter L-functions have been shown to be entire, Artin's
conjecture foUows from the Langlands reciprocity conjecture.
As an extension of the modularity conjecture of Taniyama, Shimura emd Weil,
one expects that any reasonable L-function arising from arithmetic or a "motivic
setting" should be the L-function of an automorphic representation. This is the
general phUosophy underlying the Langlands program.
6. Punctoriality. In the general set up, one considers G{AF) with G em
arbitrary reductive edgebredc group instead of GLn emd thus, one can define Lfunctions attached automorphic representations in a similar way. One expects
that no new objects arise in this fashion and somehow everything is covered by
GLn. This is perhaps a rather diluted way of expressing the idea of fimctoriedity.
A more precise way is to say that whenever there is a homomorphism between
two reductive groups, there should be a corresponding map between the speices
of cuspidal automorphic representations. This would imply an identity of the
corresponding L-fimctions. We wiU expemd on this theme in the specied case of
GLn. In this, we wiU consider only two aspects of the fimctoriedity conjecture.
Let us denote by An{F) to be the space of automorphic representations of
GLn(Af ). For an arbitrary commutative ring R, we have the obvious map
GLn(R) x GLm(R) —^ GL nm(R)
given by the tensor product of two matrices. This suggests that there should be
a map
A.(F) X ./MF) —^ AnmiF)
such that given two automorphic representations TT emd TT', of degree n and m
respectively, there should exist an automorphic representation H in .4nm(F) so
that
L(a,n) = L(s,7rx7r').
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This conjecture makes two predictions. The first is the construction of an Lfunction L(s,7r x TT') from L(s,7r) and L(s,7r') and to estabUsh its analytic continuation and functional equation. This has been done in a paper by Jacquet,
Piatetskii-Shapiro and Shalika [JPS]. For n = 2, this is the classical work of
Rankin [Ra] and Selberg [Sel2]. But the fact that it corresponds to an automorphic representation is conjectured by functoriality. For n = 2, this is a recent
result of Ramalcrishnan [Rm].
The symmetric power L-functions can be defined for any automorphic representation Tr in -42(F). The simplest way to define them is as follows. As above,
we have associated the matrix

To this, we define the (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix
/a™
^ ) _

" "

0

0
< - ^

o
Vo

o
o

•••

0 \

••

0

•. 0
••• p™/

and define the symmetric power L-function as
L(s,Symm(Tr)) = IlL v ( S ,Sym m (Tr u ))
V

where for unreimified v,
Lv(s,Symro(7r„)) = det(l -

A^NV3)-1.

For the ramified places, a slight adjustment in the Euler feictor is necessary. The
main conjecture is that there should be an automorphic representation Um in
.4, m+ i(F) such that
L( S ,n m ) = L(s,Symm(Tr))
so that we have a hypothesized "Ufting" of automorphic forms on GL(2) given
by TT >-> Sym'Tl(Tr). In [La], Langlemds showed that if we could prove that each
of the L-functions L(s, Symm(Tr)) extends to an entire function and satisfies a
functional equation, then the Sato-Tate conjecture, the Ramemujan conjecture
and the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture follow immediately as a consequence. For
the Sato-Tate conjecture, it is sufficient to have anedytic continuation to 3i(s) = 1.
For the Ramemujan and Selberg conjectures, the "weeiker" assertion that they axe
analytic in some fixed half-plane is sufficent.
These L-functions, in the case that TT corresponds to a holomorphic modular form coincide with the L m (s) defined in Section 1. In 1978, Gelbart and
Jacquet [GJa] established that symmetric square lift exists. That is, they proved
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that Sym2(Tr) is an automorphic representation of -43(F), provided Tr is a nonmonomial cuspided representation. The recent work of Kim and Shahidi concerns
the cases m = 3 and m = 4. It is now a theorem that the symmetric cube Lfunction is an entire function. For m < 9, we have meromorphic continuations of
these functions. Below, we discuss the consequences of these results to the Selberg conjecture emd the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture. We summarise these
results in:
THEOREM

4. The following maps exist:

-42(F) —^ M n
* —»• Sym2(Tr)
.42(F) —>• .44(F),
TT 1—»• Sym3(Tr)
.42(F) —^ .4 5 (F),
TT —* Sym4(Tr)
.42(F) x A2{F) —»• .44(F), (Tr,Tr') 1—> TT x TT'
.42(F) x .43(F) —> ^ ( F ) ,

(TT,*')

—^

TT X TT'

(Gelbart-Jacquet, 1978)
(Shahidi-Kim, 2000)
(Kim, 2001)
(Ramakrishnan, 2000)
(Kim, 2001)
(Shahidi-Kim, 2000).

There is one more aspect of functoriaUty that is significant in the context of
Artin's conjecture. This has to do with base change and automorphic induction.
Very briefly, this can be expledned as foUows.
Given an automorphic representation H in An{K) where AT is a finite extension
of F , we may consider the L-function L ( s , n ) . If we group together the Euler
feictors lying above a given place v of F , we obtain an Euler factor that looks like
one of the local Langlands L-functions attached to an automorphic representation
of F,,. This, together with the fact that Artin L-functions are invariant under
induction suggests that there is an automorphic representation TT G -4 n d(F) where
d = [AT : F] so that
L ( s , n ) = L(s,Tr).
One refers to TT as the automorphic induction of H.
A dued notion is the concept of base chemge. Given emy automorphic representation TT of ^ ( F ) , one may twist the representation by Dirichlet characters
corresponding to an abeUem extension K/F and thus get

JlL(s,Tr®x).
x
That there is an automorphic representation H G A„{K) so that the above
product equeds L ( s , n ) is a famous theorem of Arthur emd Clozel [AC]. In the
case of a general Galois extension, one can medce a similar construction but it
is unknown at present whether H exists. If it does, Murty [MRM] showed that
Artin's conjecture foUows immediately for aU solvable extensions.
In feict, more can be proved. Suppose K/F is a finite extension of degree d
and we have the automorphic induction map

.4i(it0—^(F).
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Then both the Artin conjectures emd Langlemds reciprocity conjectures foUow
immediately.
To see this, we begin by writing em Artin L-function attached to an irreducible
cheiracter x of Gal{K/F) as
Lis, x ; K/F) = YlL{s,lnd% fr ; K/K**)**
i

with fr an abelian character of a proper subgroup Hi of G, as explained in
Section 3. By the Artin reciprocity law, we obtedn a Grossencharacter Hj in
Ai{KHi) so that
L( S ,Indg i fr ; K/KHi) = L(s,n i ).
By automorphic induction, we can write
L ( s , n i ) = L(s,Tri)

for ni G Ad^F) with dj = [KHi : F]. After decomposing each TTJ into cuspidal
automorphic representations, we obtain
L{s,x,K/F)

=

l[L{s,irj)^
i

with the TTJ distinct (up to isomorphism) cuspidal automorphic representations
and ej G Z. Now consider the "Rankin-Selberg" L-function of both sides. By
irreducibility and the fact that an Artin L-function is analytic at s = 1 unless
it corresponds to the trivial character (in which case it has a simple pole), we
deduce that L{s, X ® Xi K/F) has a simple pole at s = 1. On the other hand,
the right hand side becomes a product of L-functions of the form L(s,Tri x TTJ1)
which by the results [JPS] has no pole unless TT^ equeds the contragredient of TTJ
in which case it has a simple pole. We deduce

i

As the Cj's are integers, we deduce there is only one feictor on the right hemd side
in the above factorisation L(s, TTI) (say). Thus, ei = ±1. If ei = —1, the Artin
L-function will fail to have trivial zeros (and wiU have 'trivial poles') and so we
conclude that ei = 1. This means
L ( S , x , ^ / F ) = L(s,Tr)
for some TT 6 ^ ( F ) with n — x(l)) which establishes both the Artin conjecture
and Lemglands reciprocity.
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7. Converse theory. There seem to be few techniques available to establish
the conjectures foreshadowed by the principle offimctoriedity.At present, there
is the method of the treice formula, initiated by Selberg [Sel], and subsequently
developed to arbitreiry reductive edgebredc groups by Langlands and Arthur. This
method we shedl not discuss here. The second method is described as converse
theory and begins with a famous theorem of WeU [W].
The underlying idea is the foUowing. Suppose we are given a sequence of
complex numbers {dn} and we would like to show that there is a cusp form / of
weight fc and level iV such that a/(n) = a^. If such a form exists, then clearly
the Dirichlet series
n=l

extends to an entire function and satisfies a functional equation as implied by
classical Hecke theory. In eiddition, the "twisting principle" tells us that if x is a
Dirichlet cheureu:ter mod q with q coprime to N, then the Dirichlet series
00

E

OnX(")

ns

n=l

also extends to an entire function and satisfies a functional equation which is
precisely given in terms of Gauss sums, N, q and the Gamma function. The
converse theorem of WeU says that these conditions are sufficient. A simplified
proof of WeU's theorem was given later by Razar [Raz] who also reduced the
infinite set of sufficient conditions of Weil to a finite set. Here is the precise form
of WeU's theorem.
THEOREM 5 ( W E I L ) . Let {an}%Li be a sequence of complex numbers satisfying an — 0{nc) for some constant c > 0. Fta; a positive integer N and an even
positive integerfc.Let e = ±1. Suppose that
A{s) = Ns/2{2Tr)-3r{s)L{s)
extends to an entire function, is bounded in vertical strips and satisfies a functional equation
A{s) = €(-l)fc/2A(fc - s).
Suppose further that for every {q,N) = 1, and every primitive character x
(modq), the series
n=l

is such that
AX(S) = (g2iV)s/2(2Tr)-T(5)Lx(S)
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extends to an entire function, is bounded in vertical strips and satisfies
e{-l)k^xi-N)A1[{k-S)

Ax{s) =
where gx is the Gauss sum

Xia)e2*ia">.

g x = YI
a modq

Suppose further that L{s) converges absolutely at s = k — ô for some 5 > 0, then
oo

J

f{z) =

£/*ne2ninz

n=l

is a cusp form of weight k and level N.
This theorem was generalized by Jacquet and Lemglemds [JL] to the context
of automorphic forms on G L 2 ( A F ) and recently to GLn(Af ) by CogdeU and
Piatetskii-Shapiro [CPS].
Converse theory has been a main tool in several of the striking achievements of
the Lemglemds program thus far. For example, the Gelbart-Jacquet lift [GJ], the
work of Shahidi and Kim [KS] as weU as the recent work of Ramkrishnem [Rm]
establishing the modularity of the Remkin-Selberg L-fimction, all use converse
theory in a fundamental way.
8. Estimating Fourier coefficients. An idea that goes back to Rankin
[Ra] and Selberg [Sel2] is that if one has a sequence of complex numbers {a n }
and the Dirichlet series

E"" KIn 2
l"nl
s

n=l

extends analytically to the entire complex plane apart from a simple pole at
8 = 1, and satisfies a functioned equation, then, it is possible to estimate the
coefficients an in a precise way. By methods of einalytic number theory, one can
derive a formula of the type
5>n|2=rx+0(xe)
n<x

with some non-zero constant r given by the residue at s = 1 eind a vedue of6<l
determined by the growth of the function (usuedly guided by the gamma factors
in the functional equation). By putting x = JV and then x = N — 1 with N an
integer and teiking differences leads to the estimate a n = 0{n6/2). It was this kind
of method that first led to the significemt advance on the Ramemujem-Petersson
conjecture.
The technique actually goes back to Lemdau [L]. He proved:
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6 (LANDAU). Let a n > 0 and set f{s) = Y,n=ianln8- Suppose
/(s) is convergent in some half-plane and that it has analytic continuation for
ail s G C except for a pole of order k at s = 1 and that it satisfies a functional
equation
Q3A{s)f{s) =
Q1-3A{l-s)f{l-s)
THEOREM

where Q is a positive constant and
N

A{s) = '[lr{ais + Pi).
t=i

5e<d = 2 ^ 1 û ! i . Then,
^ 3 c = xPfc_i(logx) + 0 ( x £ r log*5"1 x),
n<x

where Pk-i is a polynomial of degreefc— 1.
An immediate coroUary to this theorem is that an = 0{n'3+I log n). Such a
result when combined with the knowledge of analyticity of the veurious symmetric
power L-functions leads to improved estimates that converge to the RamanujanPetersson conjecture and the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture. For instemce, in the
case F = Q, and / is a Maass wave form, Kim and Shediidi [KSk] obtain Op(/) =
0(p7/64) ^ similar estimate is derived for the Selberg conjecture. For the genered
case of em arbitrary number field F, one obtains em exponent of 1/9 by the work
of Shahidi.
This overview, by its brevity, omits discussion of other important results and
contributors. For example, we did not discuss the triple product L-functions
which eu-e essential in the work of Ramakrishnan [Rm] and Kim [K]. We did not
discuss the trace formula and the important work in this area. For these and other
centred features of the program, we direct the reader to the exceUent expositions
[Kn] and [He]. For the student who would like to have a more detailed instruction,
we recommend [Bu] emd [WL].
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THE NEGATIVE PELL EQUATION
TOMMY BÙLOW
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
Criteria for the solvability of the negative Pell equation
x 2 — dp 2 j/ 2 = —1, d square-free, p prime, are proved by means of class field
theory. The most important criterion deals with all d for which Q{V—d) has
an elementary abelian 2-class group and p = 5 (mod 8) or p = 9 (mod 16).
RÉSUMÉ. A l'aide de la théorie du corps de classes on démontre des
critères pour la resolubilité de l'équation négative de Pell i 2 — dp 2 y 2 = —1,
où d est un entier naturel sans carrés et p est un nombre premier. Le critère
le plus important concerne le cas, où le 2-groupe des classes d'idéaux du
corps Q(\/-d) est élémentaire et p = 5 (mod 8) ou p = 9 (mod 16).

Introduction. The problem of deciding whether the negative Pell equation
(1)

x2 - Dy2 = - 1 ,

D GN not square,

has integer solutions is a classiced problem in number theory which has not been
completely solved. Memy mathematicians have contributed to the problem. Fermât and Euler were two of the first to study the equation systematicedly. Dirichlet
[1] proved (by elementary means) certain sufficient conditions for solvabiUty (expressed in terms of the queidratic or biquadratic residue character of the prime
factors of D). For more recent results see the bibliography.
Clearly, we can assume that 4 / 1 ? . Let d > 1 be a square-free integer and
let A; > 1 be a an odd integer. The equation (1) with D not square-free can be
written
(2)
x2 - dk2y2 = - 1
and the solvabiUty of this equation is known to be equivalent to that of
(3)

x2 - dk2y2 = - 4 .

Prom this we see that the problem in question is that of deciding whether the
norm of the fundeimental unit of the order of conductor k in Q(\/d) is 1 or —1.
This has consequences for the structure of the corresponding ring class fields.
When studying the existence of integred solutions to (2) one can, as is wellknown, assume that A; = p is a prime number = 1 (mod 4). Of course, one can
Received by the editors April 27, 2001.
AMS subject classification: 11D09.
© Royal Society of Canada 2002.
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assume that (2) with fc = 1 has a solution. We shaU also assume that p / d. It
is not hard to show that if (^) = - 1 and if x 2 - dy2 = - 1 is solvable, then
x 2 - dp2y2 = — 1 is solvable.
The remaining case, (^) = 1, is stiU not completely settled. Below we present
some results concerning this case. These results can be proved by meems of class
field theory.
The criteria.
NOTATION. Let d > 1 be a squeire-free integer. Let p i , . . . , p r be the odd prime
factors of d; let Pi be the prime ideed in Q(^/^d) above p;. Let e = u+*y* > 1
{u,t G Z) be the fundamental unit of Q(\/d). Let x2 — dy2 = —1 be solvable.
Then i\r(e) = - 1 emd it is reeidily verified that (^•) = 1. I f u i s a biquadratic
residue (mod pi), we say that Pi and Pi are of type I; otherwise, pj and Rj are
of type II. Let /3 be the number of pi of type II.
Our most importemt result is the foUowing:

THEOREM. Let d > 1 be square-free and assume that x2 — dy2 = — 1 has a
solution. Let p = 1 (mod 4) be a prime number with (^) = 1; let p be one of
the two prime ideals in Q{y/^d) above p. Let the class number of Q(-\/=d) be
hiQ{y/^d)) = 2zm, 2 / m . Assume that p2m is a principal ideal.
1. For d = 5 (mod 8); TTiere is o relation
Pmapai1---par'ril=s2

+ dv2;

a1,...,or_ie{0,l};

mo,s,t; 6 Z \ {0};

with mo minimal (this implies mo j ntj. Put

Y,

Ei :=

ai

-

Pi of type II

2. For 2 j d: There is a relation
pmop°1---p?

= s2 + dv2;

d , . . . , ^ e{0,l};

mo,s,v

with mo minimal (this implies mo j m). Put

S2 :=

J2

0

'-

Pi of type II

Ifp = 1 (mod 8), we write p = a2 + 16b2, a, 6 G Z.
27ien for
A) p = 5 (mod8):
1) d = 5 (mod 8);
x2 — dp2y2 = - 1

is solvable •«• 4 | su.

GZ\{0};
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2) 2 j d;
x2 — dp2y2 = - 1

is solvable •» 2 ]f u.

R; p = 9 (mod 16) z1
iaj d = 5 (mod 8) A 2 | ^;
x2 - dp2y2 = -1

is solvable •»

(2 16 A ((2 I Ei A8 I su) V(2 / E i A4 || su)))
v(2 I 6 A ((2 I Eï A 4 || su) V (2 / E i A 8 I su))).
lb) d = 5 (mod 8) A 2 / / 3 ;
x2 - dp2y2 = - 1

is solvable «*

^2 / 6 A ((2 I Ei A (4 JI s V 8 j u)) V (2 I Ei A (8 I s V 4 || «))) J
v('2|6A((2|S1A(8|sV4|lu))v(2/E1A(4||sV8|u)))V
2; 2 I d;
x2 — dp2y2 = — 1

is solvable &

(2 / 6 A ((2 I E2 A 8 I u) V (2 / E 2 A 4 || u)))
V(2 I 6 A ((2 I E2 A 4 || u) V (2 / E 2 A 8 I u))).
(7) p = l (mod 16).•
la) d = 5 (mod 8) A 2 I/3:
x2 — dp2y2 = — 1 is solvable ^•
(2 I 6 A ((2 I Ei A 8 I su) V (2 / E i A 4 || su)))
V (2 / 6 A ((2 I Ei A 4 || su) V (2 / Ei A 8 I su))).
lb) d = 5 (mod 8) A 2 J[0:
x2 — dp2y2 = — 1 is solvable ^•
^2 I 6 A ((2 I Ei A (4 || s V 8 I u)) V (2 / E i A (8 I s V 4 || u))) )
7^2 / 6 A ((2 I Ei A (8 I s V4 || u)) V (2 / E i A (4 || s V8 | u)))Y
1

In the following, the symbol A is the logical 'and'; the symbol V is the logical 'or'.
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2) 2 | d:
x2 — dp2y2 = — 1 is solvable
(2|6A((2|E2A8|u)V(2/rE2A4||u)))
v(2 / 6 A ((2 | E2 A4 || u) V (2 / E a A 8 | u))).
REMARK. If a;2 — dy2 = — 1 has a solution and the 2-sylow group of the class
group of Q(\/—d) is elementary abeliem, then the condition about p 2 m being
principal is clearly fulfilled for aU p emd it is not heird to show that d = 5 (mod 8)
or 2 | d. We note that the theorem is a generedization of a result in [6] about the
specied case d = 2.
We shedl briefly sketch the main ideas of the proof: Let e > 1 be the fundamental unit of Q(\/d). In an elementary way one proves
LEMMA.

Assume that 2X || p - 1. TTien

x2 — dp2y2 = —l is solvable ^=>

ea*-1 = - 1 (modp)

{inOq,^).

From now on, we consider only primes p = 9 (mod 16) (the other cases are
quite simileir); also, let d ^ 2, cf. the above remark. In this case, the lemma emd
weU-known theorems from algebraic number theory about the splitting of prime
ideeds imply that x2 — dp2y2 = -1 is solvable if emd only if p spUts totedly in
Q( v /ë,i) emd p does not spUt totedly in Q(v^,i) where i = yf-ï (the fact that
p = 1 (mod 4) ensures that we can euljoin i without problems).
The extension Q{y/£,i)/Q{y/—d) is Galois with Gedois group Z/4; but
the extension Q(-yë,i)/Q(-\/—d) is not Galois for d ^ 2. The extension
Q(^2ë,i)/Q(v/—d) is Galois with Galois group Z/8. By weU-known ramification
theory we have:
p spUts totedly in 'Q.{\/ï,i) •«•
p spUts totedly in Q(v/ë,i) A
- j = 1 A p spUts totallyi n Q ( ^ 2 i , i / )
V {(-)

= - 1 A p does not spUt totedly in Q(\/2£,i) ) ) •

The solvability of our equation is, therefore, a question of the spUtting of p in
o6e/ian extensions of Q(\/^d); hence we cem apply class field theory.
Let (in the sense of class field theory) H (resp. Ri) be the ideal group in
Q{y/^d) corresponding to the abeUan extension Q(\/ë, i) (resp. Q{\/2ë, i)). These
groups have conductors dividing (8) resp. (4). Let Sm denote the ray class group
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modulo the divisor 9JI in Q ( i / - d ) . For simpUcity, we assinne from now on that
d is even.. One can show that the subgroup of principal ideals in H is
R n 5 ( i ) = {(l),(5)}5 ( 8 ).
Note that (1 + 4 - / ^ ) ^ H but (1 + 4 v / = d ) 2 G H. It is not hard to show that
i) Pi G H if Pi is of type I, emd that
ii) Pi<£H but P? GH if Pi is of type II.
The existence of a relation p m o pî 1 • • • p° r = s 2 + du 2 can be proved by genus
theory emd if mo is minimal, it is not difficult to show that m o | m emd that, for
a suitable sign of u,

pmopa. . . . p a r

=

( s + t ; yZd).

Hence
p e R <» p mo G R
^pm0.
"Q
Pi of type I

pa,.

(P i (l+4v / Z d)) 0 i €R

JJ
Pi of type II

«> (2 | E 2 A (s + uv/^d) € H)
V(2 / E 2 A (s + u\/=d)(l + 4 V c d ) G H)
«• ( 2 | E 2 A 8 | u ) V ( 2 / | ' E 2 A 4 | | u ) .
In a similar way, it is proved that p € R i ** 4 | u.
By combining the above statements, the criterion (for p = 9 (mod 16) emd
even d ^ 2) follows. Note that ( | ) 4 = 1 is equivedent to 2 | 6 (if p = a 2 + 1662)
by a classical result of Gauss.
EXAMPLE. Let d = 10. First note that 3 2 - 10 • I 2 = - 1 . The class number
of Q(V'—10) is h = 2, so the theorem can be used for edl primes = 5 (mod 8) or
= 9 (mod 16). Consider the primes 41 emd 809 which are = 9 (mod 16) and for
which 10 is a queidratic residue. As 41 1 • 5° = I 2 + 10 • 2 2 ,
ar2 — 10 • 41 2 y 2 = —1 is not solvable.
FVom 809 1 • 5° = 13 2 + 10 • 8 2 and 809 = 5 2 + 16 • 7 2 it foUows that
x 2 - 10 • 8 0 9 V = - 1

is solvable.

We edso have two other results simileir to the above theorem but because of
leick of space we can not state them here.
The first result deeds with d = 1 (mod 8) and p m a principal ideal (with
notation as in the theorem).
The second result gives the existence of a criterion (of the above form) for an
eirbitrary even d and p = 5 (mod 8) or p = 9 (mod 16).
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A CHARACTERIZATION OF VERONESE IMBEDDINGS INTO
COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACES BY CIRCLES
KAORU SUIZU, SADAHIRO MAEDA AND TOSfflAKI ADACHI
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
Veronese imbeddings of complex projective spaces into
complex projective spaces are typical examples of Kâhler immersions. In
this paper we characterize these Kâhler immersions by an extrinsic property
of circles on the submanifolds.
RÉSUMÉ. Les plongements véronésiens d'un espace projectif complexe
dans un espace projectif complexe sont des exemples de plongements kàhlériens. Nous montrons que ces plongements kâhlériens se caractérisent par
une propriété extrinsèque des cercles sur les sous-variétés.

1. Introduction. We consider a Kâhler isometric full immersion of a complex projective speice CP n (c) of constant holomorphic sectioned curvature c into
a complex projective space CPN{c) of constemt holomorphic sectioned curvature
c. By virtue of the classification theorem ([C], [NO]) this Kahler immersion is
nothing but a Kâhler imbedding fk:CPn{c/k)
-»• CP N (c) given by
[^i]o<t<n

/

-

fcoH

|-fcn = fc|

where [*] means the point of the projective space with the homogeneous coordinates * and N = {n + fc)!/(n!fc!) — 1. We usually cedl fk the fc-th Veronese
imbedding. The imbedding fk has various geometric properties. For exeimple, it is
known that for each geodesic 7 on the submanifold CR n (c/fc) the curve /fc 07 Ues
on a fc-dimensioned reed projective space ER fe (c/4) of curvature c/4 which is a
totally reed totedly geodesic submanifold of the ambient space CPN{c). By using
this property J. S. Pak emd K. Seikamoto characterize each Veronese imbedding
(for details, see [PS]).
In this paper, for each Veronese imbedding fk we study the curve fk0l
for a
circle 7 of curvature « (> 0) on the submanifold CPn{c/k). We then find that
for each fc and each « the curve /fc o 7 is em integral curve of some Killing vector
field in CPN{c) (see Section 5). This implies that the curve /fc 0 7 has constemt
Received by the editors June 4, 2001.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 53B25; secondary: 53C40.
Key words and phrases: complex projective space, Veronese imbeddings, circle.
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curvatures « i , . . . , Kd.i along ^ 0 7 in CPN{c). Here, this positive integer d {> fc)
is the order of the curve /* o 7 in the sense of Prenet formula. Paying particular
attention to this geometric property, we shall provide a characterization of every
Veronese imbedding, which is the main result in this paper (Theorem 1).
2. Circles and Kâhler circles. A smooth curve 7 = 7(a) parametrized by
its arclength s on a Riemannian manifold M is cedled a circle if there exist a field
Y = Y3of unit vectors along 7 and a constant K {> 0) satisfying

(2.1)

rv^7 = «y

where 7 denotes the unit tangent vector of 7 and V-y the covariant differentiation
along 7 with respect to the Riemannian connection V of M. The constant K
is caUed the curvature of the circle. A circle of nuU curvature is nothing but a
geodesic. For each point x 6 M, each orthonormal pair (u, v) of vectors at x and
each positive constant K, there exists locaUy a unique circle 7 = 7(3) on M with
initial condition that 7(0) = a;, 7(0) = u and V ^ O ) = KV.
For a circle 7 on a Kahler manifold (M, ( , ), J) with complex structure J,
we see from (2.1) that (7, j y ) is constant along 7. Therefore it makes sense to
define a Kahler circle as a circle 7 satisfying the condition that 7 and Y span
a holomorphic plane, namely y = J 7 or r = - J7. Note that if 7 is a Kâhler
circle, then (2.1) reduces to
(2.2)

V^7 = KJ7 or V^7 = -KJ7.

3. Main result. WedenotebyMjv^) a complex space form, which is locaUy
complex emalyticedly isometric to a complex projective space CPN{c) when c > 0,
a complex EucUdean space CN when c = 0 or a complex hyperboUc space CHN{c)
when c < 0. The medn purpose of this paper is to prove the foUowing:
THEOREM 1. Let / : Afn -^ MN{c) be a KSMer isometric full immersion of
an n (> 2)-dimensional Kahler manifold Mn into an N-dimensional complex
space form Af/v(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c > 0. TTien the
follounng conditions are equivalent.
(1) For some positive integer fc, the submanifold Mn is locally congruent to
CPn{c/k), N = {n +fc)!/(n!fc!)-land f is locally equivalent to the k-th
Veronese imbedding fk.
(2) There exists K > 0 satisfying that for each circle 7 of curvature n on the
submanifold Mn the curve / o 7 has constant first curvature KI along this
curve.
In order to prove this theorem we recedl some fundamental results. An isometric
immersion / : M -^ M is said to be isotropic at x S M if ||a(Jf,X)||/||X|| 2
(= A(x)) does not depend on the choice of X{^ 0) 6 TXM, where «r is the second
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fundamental form of / . If the immersion is isotropic at every point, then the
immersion is said to be isotropic. When the function A = A(x) is constant on
M, we call M a constant (A-)isotropic submeinifold. Note that a totedly umbilic
immersion is isotropic, but not vice versa. The following is weU-known.
LEMMA A ([O]). Let f be an isometric immersion of M into {M, {, )). TTien
/ ts isotropic atx G M if and only if the second fundamental form a of f satisfies
{cr{u,u),a-{u, v)) = 0 for an arbitrary orthogonal pair u,v G TXM.

For isometric Kâhler immersions of a complex space form into emother complex speice form we have the following result which cheireicterizes the Veronese
imbedding fk.
T H E O R E M B ([C], [NO]). Let / : M n ( c ) -+ M^(c) be a Kahler isometric immersion of a complex space form of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c
into another complex space form of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c.
(i) If c> 0 and f is full, then c = kc and N = {n + fc)!/(n! fc!) - 1 for some
positive integer fc.
(ii) lfc<0,
then c = c and M n (c) is totally geodesic in MN{C).

We eire now in a position to prove Theorem 1.
(2) =» (1). Let / : Mn -* MN{C) he a Kâhler isometric fuU immersion satisfying the condition (2). We shedl show that the submanifold Mn is isotropic at its
each point in the ambient nmnifold Mjv(c). We take a point x € Mn and choose
an eirbitrary orthonormal pair of vectors u,v G TxMn. Let 7 = 7(5), s e / be a
circle of curvature K on the submanifold M n with initied condition that 7(0) = x,
7(0) = u and V^7(0) = KV which is defined on an open interved I on K. It follows
from equation (2.1) and the formula of Gauss V x ^ = V x Z + cr{X, Z) that

(3.1)

V^)7(5) = /cn-i-ff(7(a),7(«)),

sGl.

Here V is the Riemannian connection of the ambient space MN{C). By condition (2) the first curvature «i = 1|V^7|| of the curve / o 7 is constemt, so that
equation (3.1) impUes |lcr(7,7)|| is constant on / . Hence, denoting by D the connection of the normed bundle of M n in MN{C), from (2.1) we obtain

0 = ^lk(7.7)l| 2 = 2(^(^(7,7))^(7,7)>
(3.2)

= 2(( V ^ ) ( 7 , 7 ) + 2a(Vyy, 7 ) ^ ( 7 , 7 ) )
= 2((V^)(7,7),<T(7,7))-|-4/ï(<r(7,7),tr(7 i y)).

Here the covariant differentiation V of the second fundamented form cr with respect to the connection in (tangent bundle)+(normal bundle) is defined as foUows:
(V*<T)(F, Z) = DX {a{Y, Z)) - a{^xY,

Z) - a{Y,

VXZ).
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Evaluating equation (3.3) at s = 0, we get
(3.3)

{{Vua){u, u), a{u, u)) + 2K,{<T{U, U), a{u, v)) = 0.

On the other hand, for another circle p = p{s) of the same curvature K on the
submanifold M n with initied condition that p(0) = x, p{Q) = u and V^p(0) =
—KV, we have
(3.4)

{{Vua){u,u),(7{u,u)) -2K{a{u,u),a{u,v))

=0

which corresponds to equation (3.3). Thus, from (3.3) and (3.4) we can see that
{a{u,u),(T{u,v)) = 0 for emy orthonormal pair of vectors u,v at each point x of
Mn, so that the submanifold Mn is isotropic in MN{C) by Lemma A. On the
other hand we denote by R (resp. R) the curvature tensor of M n (resp. Mjv(c)).
We recaU the Gauss equation
{R{X,Y)Z,W)

= {R{X,Y)Z,W)

+ {(riX,Z)MY,W))

-

{a{X,W)MY,Z)).

Since Mn is à Kâhler submanifold in Mjv(c), from this equation and
R{X, Y)Z = | ( ( y , Z)X - {X, Z)X + {JY, Z)JX - {JX, Z)JY + 2{X, JY)JZ),
we find that the holomorphic sectional curvature K{X, JX) of Mn determined
by a unit vector X is given by
K{X, JX) = {R{X, JX)JX,X)

= c-

2\\a{X,X)\\2.

In view of the above M n being isotropic in MN{C) impUes that the holomorphic
sectional curvature K{X,JX) is constant for every unit vector X at its eeich
point x. Thus, due to the complex version of Schur's theorem we cem see that our
memifold Mn is a complex space form. Therefore from Theorem B we conclude
that our submanifold Mn is locaUy congruent to a Veronese manifold.
(1) => (2). For each Veronese imbedding /fc:CPn(c/fc) -4 CPN{c) we see
that \\(T{X, X)||2 = c(fc- l)/2fc for any unit vector X at each point x G CPn(c/fc)
(see [Og]). Then we find that for an arbitreiry circle 7 of curvature « on CPn(c/fc)
the curve /fc o 7 has constant first curvature Ki = JK2 + c ^ ' in the eunbient
manifold CPN{c).
4. Characterization of complex parallel hypersurfaces. As em immediate consequence of Theorem 1 emd Theorem B we establish the foUowing.
THEOREM 2. Let Mn be an n (> 2)-dimensional complex hypersurface of a
complex space form M n+ i(c). Then there exists K > 0 satisfying that every circle
7 of curvature n on the hypersurface Mn, considered as a curve in Mn+i{c), has
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constant first curvature KI along this curve if and only if Mn is totally geodesic
in Mn+i{c).
Our edm here is to generaUze this theorem. We pay particular attention to
Kahler circles on a complex hypersurface. The following is a chareicterization of
complex hypersurfaces with parallel second fundamented form in a complex space
form.
T H E O R E M 3. Let Mn be a complex hypersurface of a complex space form
Mn+i{c). Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) There exists /c > 0 satisfying that every Kahler circle 7 of curvature K on
the hypersurface Mn, considered as a curve in Mn+i{c), has constant first
curvature KI along this curve.
(2) Either Mn is totally geodesic in Mn+i{c), or c > 0 and Mn is locally congruent to a complex quadric Qn{C).

This is a generedization of the result of Ogiue and the second author, which
corresponds to the case K = 0 [MO].
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 3.

(1) =» (2). It follows from (2.2) and (3.3) that
((V U <T)(U, U), a-{u, u)) + 2K(O-(U, U), cr{u, Ju))

so that
(4.5)

= 0,

((V„(7)(u,«),<r(«,«)) = 0.

for every unit vector u at any point x G Mn. By replacing u by Ju, we obtain
(4.6)

{{VU(T){U,U),J{<J{U,U)))

= 0.

Since Afn is a complex hypersurface, we can see from (4.5) emd (4.6) that
(V U CT)(U, u) = 0 for all u. This implies that the second fundamental form cr
is parallel. Thus we find that the complex hypersurface Mn is totedly geodesic in
Mn+i{c) or locedly congruent to a complex quadric Qn{C) {cf. [NT]).
(2) =*• (1). Note that our complex hypersurfaces M„'s have paredlel second
fundamented form in Mn+i{c). By easy computation we know that every Kâhler
circle on M n , consider as a curve in Mn+i{c), has constant first curvature.
5. R e m a r k s . We here make mention of other curvatures of curves in Theorems 1 and 3.
REMARK 1. It is known that in a rank one symmetric space M, every circle
7 is an integral curve of some KilUng vector field of M (for details, see [MO],
[MT]). This, combined with the fact that every Veronese imbedding fk is an
equivariant mapping, yields that for each circle 7 on CP n (c/fc) the curve /fc o 7
is an integral curve of some KiUing vector field of the eimbient space CPN{c), so
that all curvatures of / t o 7 are constant.
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REMARK 2. In case where M is a Hermitian symmetric speice, every Kâhler
circle is em integred curve of some KiUing vector field of M (see [AMU]). Hence
the same reason as in Remark 1 shows that each Kâhler circle on Qn{C), as a
curve in CP" +1 (c), has constant curvatures.
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NONVANISHING OF CERTAIN RANKIN-SELBERG
L-FUNCTIONS
A. RAGHURAM
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
In this article we prove that given a holomorphic cusp
form / and any point so in the complex plane, there is a holomorphic cusp
form g such that the Rankin-Selberg L-function L(s, / x ff) is non-zero at
SQ.

RÉSUMÉ. Dans cet article, on prouve le résultat suivant. Étant donné
une forme holomorphe cuspidale / et un point quelquonque du plan complexe, il existe une forme holomorphe cuspidale g telle que la fonction
L{s, / x p) de Rankin-Selberg n'est pas nulle à SQ.

The aim of this article is to prove that given a holomorphic cusp form / on
the upper half plane f), given emy point SQ in the complex plane and given emy
positive integer Z there is a holomorphic cusp form g of weight i + l, which is
also an eigenform and a newform and such that the Rankin-Selberg L-function
L{s, f x g) is non-zero at soOne may try to prove such a theorem by averaging. Namely, by choosing
a suitable set of 'possible p's' and taking the average of L{s, / x 5) over this
set and then isolating a dominemt term emd showing it is non-zero. In some
sense the point of this paper is to say that once such an averaging has been
done in one context [6] then some generalities from the theory of automorphic
forms takes over and gives our nonvemishing theorem 'almost for free'. The medn
ingredients in our proof are the notion of base change and automorphic induction
for automorphic representations of GL(2) (a genered reference for which is [1])
and the medn theorem of RohrUch [6].
After the proof of the main theorem we meike various remeirks wherein we
carefuUy analyze the choices we make in getting hold of the 'twist' g and in
particular say what the level of g can be. For instemce, if I is even, then it is
possible to arrange the level to be a squarefree product of 2 primes relatively
prime to N and one of these primes can be essentially arbitrary. We then point
out variations of this theorem wherein either / and/or g can be a Maass cusp
form. Without further eido we state emd prove the main theorem.
Received by the editors June 20, 2001.
AMS subject classification: Primary: 11F66; secondary: 11F67, 11F70, 22E55.
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Let f G SkiTo{N),xp), le., f is a holomorphic cusp form of
weight fc, level N, and nebentypus tp. Let I be any positive integer. Let SQ G C.
Then there exists g G 5j + i(ro(M),^) for some level M and some nebentypus Ç
such that
L{soJxg)^0
THEOREM.

where L{s, f x g) is the Rankin-Selberg L-function attached to f and g. We can
take g to be a Hecke eigenform and also a newform.
PROOF. Let TT = 7r(/) be the cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AQ)
associated to / . (See [3, Chapter 5].) Let /if be em imaginary queidratic extension
of Q with discriminant relatively prime to N, the level of / . Let U = BCK/Q^)
be the base change of TT to em automorphic representation H of GL2(A/f). By the
assumption on the discriminant of K we have that H is edso cuspidal. (See [5,
Lemma 11.3].) Later on we wiU be refining our choice of K to have some control
over the level of g.
Choose a grossenchareicter xi of A^/K* whose infinity component, which is
a character of C*, is given by

xi,M = (jfj)
and such that xi is unramified at everyfiniteunramified place of K. (It is possible
to choose such a character; see Remark 2.) Let 5 denote a finite set of places of K
which contedns all the primes dividing Ndx where dx is the discriminant of K.
Consider H g) Xi- Let si be any complex number. Apply the main theorem of
RohrUch [6] to H (g) xi to get a grossencheiracter X2 which is unramified on 5,
with trivial infinity component and such that
L(s 1 ,(n®xi)®X2)7 é 0.
Let X = XiX2- By the formedism of base change emd automorphic induction we
have
Lis, BCK/Q{ir) (S> x) = L{s, z x A I K / Q ( X ) ) .
Let r = A I ^ / Q ( X ) be the automorphic induction of x- By the choice of xi,oo we
have that x is not Galois inveirieint (under the Gedois group of K over Q) which
gives that T is a cuspided automorphic representation of GL2(A<(j).
With the choices made on xi and X2 we cledm that r is the cuspided automorphic representation ir{g) associated to some holomorphic cusp form g of weight
l + l.
Now the infinity component Too of r corresponds, via the local Langlands
correspondence for GL2(IR), to Indc.R(xoo)- (See [4].) Here WR is the WeU group
of IR. Since Xoo = Xi.oo we get that r^ is the discrete series representation D; + i
of GL2(K). (See [4, equations (2.1b) emd (3.4)]. As a word of weurning, our A + i
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is Di in [4]. This is done to emphasize that a subscript n in the notation for the
discrete series £)„ should be the weight n of the modular form it comes from
emd is characterized in the representation by SO (2) acting on this form via the
character eie ^ e - ™ 8 .)
Let ùJT denote the central cheiracter of r . The infinity component of u;T, denoted
u;T)oo is equal to av^ the centred cheiracter of T ^ . Now UJTOO is, via the local
Langlands correspondence, the determinemt of Ind c . R (xoo)- A pleasemt exercise
(whose detedls we omit) gives that Wr,oo is (sgn)' + 1 emd so it is trivial on R>o.
Let fT be the conductor of r and put M = |fT| and Ç = wT. Apply Theorem 5.19
of [3] to get a g G 5j+i(ro(M),^) such that r = Tr{g). Note that there is an
eigenform which is also a newform satisfying this. Hence what we have proved
till now is that
L(si,7r x T) = L(si,7r(/) x irig)) ^ 0.
Note that L(s,7r(/) x 7r(g)) = L{s + t,fxg)
Now taking si = so -t finishes the proof.

where t depends only on I and fc.
•

REMARK 1 (CHOICE O F K, X I , AND xa)- Let p be a prime not dividing N
such that p = 3 (mod 4) emd let K = (QK-yZ-p)- So we have that p is the only
prime which ramifies in K and let pOn = p2- (Here OK is the ring of integers of
K.)

We show now that it is possible to choose a unitary character x i of
^K/K*
whose infinity component Xi,oo is the cheiracter which sends z G C to {z/\z\)1
and such that xi is unramified at all finite pleices except possibly at p. (For emy
finite place v of K, we let Kv denote the completion of R" at u and let Uv denote
the corresponding group of units, and let Ul denote the first filtration subgroup
of Uv.)
Now K* n {K^Ul n,^oo, P Uv) = {1} and so we can extend z ^ {z/\z\)1 to
a character of K'^^U*
Ht^oo.p Uv)/K* by making it trivial on edl the finite
factors. Also since K* n (AT^, Y[v:/too Uv) = {±1} we can further extend up to
K*iKZoY[vïooUv)/Km
by asking that the loced character at p take the value
(—1)' on —1. By stemdeird cheiracter theory of locally compact abeUem groups
this character can be extended to a cheiracter of A^/R"* since this group contains
K*^^
rijrfoo Uv)/K* as subgroup of finite index. Note that the conductor of xi
is p if I is odd and x i is unramified at all finite places if I is even.
In the proof of the main theorem, X2 was a unitary character of K coming out
of RohrUch [6]. It is possible to choose it a Uttle carefuUy. The constrednts on the
conductor q of X2 are dictated by [6, Proposition 2]. (See also [6, p. 394].) These
are that the absolute norm N(q) of q should be a product of distinct primes, that
N(q) 3> 0 and the wide ray class number modulo q, denoted h*{q), should satisfy
h*{q) > N(q) 1 - £ for every e > 0. With this in mind, let q be a prime in K such
that qflQ = {q) splits in K and q is not in 5. It is an easy exercise to see that the
wide ray class number satisfies h*{q) > N(q)/2. Hence wide ray class cheiracters
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of K modulo q satisfy RohrUch's requirement (as long as N(q) = g » 0). So X2
is a wide primitive ray class character of conductor a prime q os above.
2 (THE LEVEL AND NEBENTYPUS OF g). The level Af of g is the absolute value of fT the conductor of T = AIjf/Q(x)- The conductor of r is the
product of all its local conductors. We analyze this case by case. At the prime
p: Here we need two further cases. If I is even then xp is unreimified and the
Lemglemds parameter corresponding to Tp is I n d ^ (xp). Using Proposition 4(b)
on [2, p. 158] (which computes the loced Artin conductor of an induced representation) gives that the conductor of rp is p. If I is odd then Xp has level 1 emd
this seune proposition gives that the conductor of Tp is p 2 . At the prime q: We
have qOx = qq' emd Xq' is unramified whereas Xq has level 1. Hence T 9 is an
irreducible principal series representation whose Langlands parameter is Xq ® Xq'
and this has conductor q. At any prime other than p or q: It is clear at that aU
these local representations are unramified.
REMARK

To summarize what we have is that the level M of g is p2q if I is odd and is pq
if I is even, where p and q are two primes such that {N,pq) = 1, p = 3 (mod 4),
q splits in K = Q{y/—p) and also g » 0.
Cedculating the nebentypus Ç of g is a classical computation of Hecke emd in
'modern' lemguage it is the central character of T and this is the determinant of
the induced representation. For our set up this gives Ç, as a character of A Q / Q * , to
be ^ = LJK/QX where U>K/Q is the chareicter associated to the queidratic extension
K/Q and the x on the right hand side is the restriction of x to A Q / Q * .
3 (A COUPLE O F VARIANTS O F THE THEOREM). One variant of the
theorem is as foUows. We can begin with / being a Maass cusp form, t.e., / is a
bounded, ro(iV) invariant, reed anedytic function on the upper half plane () and
such that / is an eigenfunction for the Lapleice-Beltreimi operator on f). (This
eigenfunction condition looks like A ( / ) = ^-f
where s is a purely imagineiry
number or a reed number with absolute value less them 1.) Now let TT = 7r(/) be
the cuspidal automorphic representation of G L 2 ( A Q ) associated to / . The rest of
the proof goes through mutatis mutandis to get hold of a holomorphic cusp form
g with very similar kind of restrictions, such that L{so, f * g) J^O.
REMARK

Alternatively we begin with / being either a holomorphic cusp form or a Maass
cusp form emd then considering the base change of TT = 7r(/) to K, but now taking
if to be a real quadratic extension. Since K is reed queidratic the infinity part of
A ^ is R* x R*. So we cem choose a unitary chareicter xi of A^/K* such that
AIif/Q(xi) Uas a uniteiry principal series representation of GL2(R) with central
character trivial on R>o. Now going through the entire proof with this TT and Xi
we cem get hold of a Maass cusp form g such that .L(so, / x g) 7^ 0. (These are the
Maass cusp forms as constructed in [3, Section 7C] but with a 'RohrUch twist'.)
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ON THE VANISHING OF CUBIC RECURRENCES
MANISHA KULKARNI AND B . SURY
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC

ABSTRACT. We study cubic recurrences such that
nomial has all roots real. We shall prove that such a
the value 0 at the most three times. An exeunple is
X ^ - 1 ) 1 ^ 2 ' ) ' where t is any positive real number
recurrence here is Un+3 = «n+2 — tun.

the associated polyrecurrence can take
the sequence u n =
less than 4/27. The

RéSUMé. Nous considérons une suite récurrente nonconstante de rang 3
dont le polynôme correspondant a toutes ses racines réelles. Nous montrons
qu'une telle suite s'annule trois fois au plus. Nous montrons aussi que ce
résultat est optimal et en donnons une application.

Introduction. Consider the sequence of integers Un = ^ ( - l ) ' ^ 2 ' ) - It
was proved in [R] that «3 = n 12 = 0 are the only times that un takes the value 0.
The sequence un satisfies the recurrence relation Un+3 = Un+2 — Un. To study
the multipUcity of zeroes of a sequence defined by such recursions, two types of
methods are in usage. One is a p-adic method employing a powerful theorem
of Strassman (see [C, p. 62]), and the other method needs (as in the above
paper) detailed information on the units of an algebraic number field associated
to the recurrence relation in a natured way. In the above sequence, the polynomied
associated is f{X) = X3-X2-1.
This has exactly one real root. Our interest is
in recurrences such that the associated polynomial has edl roots reed. An example
is the sequence n n = ^ ( - l ) * ^ 2 * ) * ' where t is any positive real number less
than 4/27. The recurrence here is Un+3 = un+2 - tun. We shedl prove that a
nonconstemt cubic recurrence whose associated polynomied has only real roots,
can vanish at the most thrice. This would, for instance, imply that for a given
t with 0 < t < 4/27, un can take the value 0 at the most three vedues of n. We
employ rather elementary methods. The main result is the foUowing:
THEOREM. Let un+3 = aiin+2 + bun+i + cun where a, b, c are real. Assume
that the associated polynomial f{X) = X3- aX2 -bX — c has real, nonzero roots
on, i = 1,2,3 such that ai ^ ±aj for i ^ j . Then, the sequence u n takes the
value 0 at the most for three values of n unless it is identically 0.
Received by the editors June 10, 2001.
AMS subject classification: 11B37.
© Royal Society of Canada 2002.
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REMARKS. (I) It is important to note that there are nonconstant cubic recurrences which take a value (say, zero) infinitely often. For instance, consider
the recurrence sequence
U n + 3 = Un+2 - Un+l + Un

with the starting values 1,0,1 takes exactly the values 1,0,1,2 repeated. Note
that the corresponding polynomial X3 - X2 + X -lhas
the roots 1, ±t.
(II) There eire also cubic recurrences which veinish only finitely many times
but vanish more them thrice. For instance, it can be shown (using the p-adic
method of Strassman alluded to above—see [C, p. 71]) that the cubic recurrence
u n + 3 = 2u n + 2 - 4 u n + i -i-4un with the initied vedues u 0 = 0 = u i, «2 = 1 vanishes
for n = 0,1,4,6,13,52. Of course, this has non-real roots also.
(III) The case of queidratic recurrences is similar but simpler. For instance, it
was proved in [S] that one has the foUowing identity
^ ( _ 1 ) ' fn 7 l \ X ' ( i + X)n-2i

= 1 + X + • • • + X"

in Z[X] and that this gives that E C - ^ C T ) t a k e s t h e v a l u e s C" 1 )"' C - 1 ) " " 1
or 0 according as n = 0,1 or 2 mod 3. Note that the recurrence satisfied by these
numbers is Un+2 = "n+i - n n . The corresponding polynomied X2 - X + 1 has
complex roots. On the other hand, we shall point out at the end of the paper that
any nonconstemt sequence defined by a quadratic recurrence u n +2 = a u n + i +bun
where the polynomial X2 - aX -bha& real roots a, /3 with a ^ ±/3, will have
only one zero at the most.
(IV) For any real t, the numbers un = E ^ - 1 ) ^ " ! " ) * * satisfy the recurrence
Un+r+i = "n+r - tun. It seems plausible from our method of proof that one could
address higher order recurrences too. However, we do not pursue it here.
Before starting the proof of the theorem, we show very briefly that for a
recurrence as in the proposition with the roots Oi distinct, it is true that there
eire real numbers a; such that, for any n, u„ = E i = i a» 0 ?- Although this is weU
known 'high school algebra', the authors could not point out a reference. Here is
a quick proof.
Now fiX) = X3-aX2-bX-c
= U^ii* " "<)• W r i t e ^ W = E „ > o "«*",
a formal power series. Multiplying the recurrence by t n + 3 emd summing over n,
we get
_ (atti +buo- U2)t2 + {aup -ui)tUo
Z[t
'~
at + bt* + ct3-l
Note that the denominator is t3f{l/t). If ai are distinct, we would Uke to choose
aj such that u„ = E<=i aiai- This entails choosing ai, 02, as such that
Z{t)
K = -^—
'
1-ait

+ -^—
l-a2t

+

-^—.
1 - aat
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IMAGE DE-NOISING BY A MULTI-DIRECTIONAL
DIFFUSION EQUATION
STEVEN J. DESJARDINS AND RÉMI VAILLANCOURT
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. The diffusion equation, ut = Un +uyy, has been used successfully in the reduction of noise in digital images - the partial differential
equation smoothes the noise, reducing its distortion of the image. But since
the direct application of the PDE to an image may result in image details
being smoothed over and lost, other schemes have been developed to control the rate and direction of the diffusion to smooth noise while preserving
edges and details in the image. An alternative to these algorithms has been
developed. A multi-directional diffusion equation is applied to the image
in Fourier Space. This new algorithm is quick and simple and gives good
results in that the effect of noise is reduced, while the details are preserved
reasonably well.
RéSUMé. L'équation de la diffusion, ut = Uzx +Uyy, débruite bien une
image: elle lisse le bruit et réduit la distorsion, mais peut lisser et faire perdre des détails. Des schémas plus complexes contrôlent le taux et la direction de la diffusion. Dans cette note on débruite une image au moyen d'une
équation de la diffusion multidirectionnelle qu'on applique dans l'espace de
Fourier. Le nouvel algorithme est simple et rapide; il débruite l'image et en
préserve les détails.

0.1. Introduction. The heat, or diffusion, equation in two dimensions.
Ut = UXx + Uyy,

has been used in the reduction of noise in digited images, the rationale being that
noise represents pertubations to the image. Application of the diffusion equation
wiU smooth over the pertubations. The problem with this approach is that edge
data emd fine details may be smoothed over as weU, further distorting the image.
Severed attempts have been made to correct this Umitation [1]-[13] and to try
to enhance edges by running diffusion backwards in time in the vicinity of an
edge. Perona emd MaUk [11] were the first to try such an approach. Their idea
was to replace the diffusion equation with an anisotropic diffusion equation,
«t = V • (ffdVnDVu),
Received by the editors September 26, 2001.
This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
of Canada.
AMS subject classification: 68U10, 65T50, 35K15, 35Q80.
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where g{-) is a non-negative, monotonicedly decreasing function with g{Q) = 1.
Diffusion is controUed by the function g{-). Along an edge, the gradient is leurge in
magnitude emd normed to it (since the edge is a contour). Diffusion is encouraged
within regions (where Vn is smedl), but not across the boundeiries of regions
(edges). So, g{-) is larger within regions and smedler at edges. The goal is to
smooth in directions parallel to the edge, but not perpendicular to it to preserve
the edge and to try to run the diffusion badcwards perpendicular to the edge to
enhance it.
Another group of researchers, including Alveirez, Lions emd Morel [2]-[6], [9],
have furthered this work and corrected limitations in Perona and Medik's scheme.
This group discovered that Perona emd Medik's scheme wiU eictually enhance and
not remove some types of noise and it is unstable, as the solutions to slightly
different initial conditions may diverge. Also, Perona and Malik's scheme will
requure pre-filtering in the case of noisy images. They suggested some further
extensions:
Ut = V-(ff(|VG<,*«|)Vu),
where
G^x)

= C < T- 1 / 2 exp(-| a :| 2 /4(T)

is a Gaussian with variance a and * is convolution [9]. This model is like Perona
emd Medik's, with the function g{-) to control edge enhemcement, but now there
is a different argument that is a superior estimator. The need for pre-filtering
noise is eliminated. A more improved scheme is:
ttt =

ff(|G*Vn|)|Vn|V~,

where G is a smoothing kernel (like a Gaussian) [5]. This last scheme corrects
the drawbacks of the Perona and Medik scheme emd the term
(VnjV.

V
"
|V«|

ensures that diffusion proceeds in directions orthogonal to Vn, not in the direction of Vu. The term g{\G * Vuj) controls the edge enhancement as in their
previous scheme above. This group went on to formedize a set of axioms for image
processing [2]-[4].
Torkeimeini-Azar emd Tedt [12] have suggested
Ut = V- (5(V[/i*u])Vu),
where
/i(x,y) = |exp(-/3(|x| + M)),
and ^ is a constemt. Their method was edso developed to correct the Umitations
of Perona emd Malik and to be simpler to implement when discretized. Better
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smoothing is eichieved than in Perona and Malik [12]. Torkamani-Azeir and Tait
found that there was a trade-off between sharpening edges and removing noise
when choosing the value of the constant 0. Smaller /3 led to better noise removal,
whereas larger /3 preserved edges better. It was thus desirable to run several
iterations with smedl 0 for the first run and larger /3 for the rest to remove noise
on the first pass and then enhance the edges after.
Torkamani-Azeir emd Tedt give a convenient expression for the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) that wiU be used [12]:

m
()

SNR

^ZiEU^J)2
E."iE"=i[«(M)-^(t,i)]

2

Ml
\\u-u\\y

where [w(t, j)] emd [i/(t, j)] represent the origined emd noisy images, respectively,
as matrices emd jj • || F is the Frobenius matrix norm. IdeaUy, if noise were perfectly
removed from a noisy image, the result would he u = U and SNR is infinite. In
general, a higher SNR value signifies a better result, though visual observation is
the true measurement, as two matrices may have the same norm and yet appear
completely different when viewed as images.
The results from these schemes eire good. Noise is significemtly reduced emd
edges are preserved or enhanced. To implement these schemes, the peirtied differential equations (PDE's) have to be discretized into difference equations. The
intricacies in the above schemes stem from the desire to distinguish edges from
noise emd preserve or enhance the edges while diffusing the noise away. The methods above attempt to control the direction of diffusion using the greidient of the
image and then diffuse a little in some eireas, diffuse more in others and run the
diffusion backwards in time in other regions of the image.
It was thought that it might be possible to remove noise with PDE's in a
much simpler way while preserving edges and detedls. An edtemative approach is
this: diffuse in edl directions by a small eimount, thereby reducing the distortion
caused by the noise emd yet not damaging the image detedls too much at the
seune time. And so, a multi-directional diffusion was attempted in Fourier Space.
The results are good—the new edgorithm is relatively quick (typical calculations
take approximately 30 s on a Sun Ultra 5, running at 360 MHz with 256 MB
RAM, with approximately two-thirds of the time required to generate the filter
matrix), easy to use, simple, reduces some of the noise and manages to preserve
details reasonably weU.
0.2. De-noising with the product filter. To apply the diffusion equation in a specific direction, a change of veiriable is required. Diffusion in the x-direction is
governed by ut = uxx, in the j/-direction by Ut = uyy. To diffuse in the direction
of a line tUat makes an angle of 9 with the x-axis, the governing equation would
be:
ut = cos2 9uxx + 2s\n6 cos 6uXy + sin 2 6uyy.
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The two-dimensioned Fourier TVansform of function u(x, y) is:
û{Ç,ri)= f

f

u{x,y)e-i^x+,lv)dxdy.

J—oo J—oo

The Fourier Tremsform of the PDE would be:
Ut = —f2 cos2 dû — 2Çri sin 9 cos 9Û — r/2 sin2 9Û
= —[Çcos9 + risin9]2û.
The equation is easily solved in Fourier Space. The solution would then be
"(Çî'M)

= û{Ç,ri,0)exp{—[Çcos9 + T]sin9]2t).

Also, appUcation of the PDE to em image in Fourier Speice would require
multipUcations, as compared to the finite differences required in xy-Space.
Now, if diffusion were to be applied in many directions, specified by angles dk,
the PDE would be:
ut = 53[cos2 9kuxx + 2sm9k cos 9kUXy + sin2 9kUyy].
k

Or, in Fourier Speice:
th = - Q T ^ c o s ^ t -l-7?sin0fe]2jû,
k

which would have solution
«(^. V, *) = "(C, V, 0) exp(- Y^it

co

s 9k + T]sin 9k]2tj.

k

So, if û(f, r), 0) is taken to be the Fourier Transform of a noisy image (i. e., the
noisy image is taken as the initial condition), then applying the mvdti-directional
PDE in Fourier Space reduces to matrix multipUcation with an appropriately
chosen value of t.
The Discrete Fourier 'Lremsform of an image, which is represented by a matrix,
say of size m X n, will edso be em image of the same dimensions, and hence
also represented by em m x n matrix in MATLAB. MATLAB'S f f tshif t function
is used to move the DC to the centre of the matrix and so the origin of the
CT/ coordinate system in Fourier Speice (corresponding to the matrix coordinate
system of MATLAB) wiU be at the centre of the image matrix, more explicitly at
position
((m + l)/2,(n + l)/2)
(which is the exact centre if both m and n are odd), with the ^-axis running
downwards and the 77-axis to the right. And so, the (f ,77) coordinates of matrix
element {i,j) are
{Ç,r,) = {i- {m + l)/2,j - {n + l)/2).
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The edgorithm to apply this multi-directional diffusion equation proceeds in
the following memner. The number of directions, p, is chosen (typicedly 256). Then
there will be p angles {9k | 0 < f c < p - l } , where
fl, = 0,0i = 7r/p, 92 = 27r/p,..., V i = (P - I W P For each 9k, a matrix with elements
[ii - (m + l)/2) cos^fc + if -{n + l)/2) s i n ^ ] 2
is generated. These matrices are summed to produce a matrix with elements
P-I

YX{i

-im+

l)/2) cos9k + (j - (n + l)/2) sin9k]2.

fc=0

This matrix is multipUed by the chosen vedue of t (typicaUy of the order of
1 0 - 4 ) , normedized by dividing by the number of directions, p, and multipUed by
—1. This resulting matrix is exponentiated elementwise to produce the matrix
with elements
P-I

e x p ( - ^ [ ( t - ( m + l)/2) cos^t + (j - (n + l)/2) s i n ^ ] 2 f / p ) fc=0

This fined matrix is then the product filter matrix for the algorithm. The Fast
Fourier TVansform (using MATLAB'S f f t 2 function) of the image is multipUed
elementwise by this filter matrix and the Inverse Fourier Transform (MATLAB'S
i f f t 2 ) is cedculated to produce the smoothed (reduced-noise) image. Severed
experiments were run with different images to find optimal values for the filter
peirameters, t and p. It was found that p = 256 was leirge enough to include many
directions, but smedl enough to keep the algorithm efficient. The optimed range
for the t parameter was found to be 0.0001 to 0.0005 and so, t = 0.0003 was
typically used in calculations.
0.3. De-noising the cameraman image. Figures 1 and 2 present results of the
new product filter algorithm applied to tUe Cameramem image. In Figure 1, the
product filter algorithm is applied to the image with random noise of the form
50rand(m, n) — 25rand(m,n), where remd(m,n) is MATLAB'S remdom matrix
generator which produces an m x n matrix with elements uniformly distributed
in the interval (0,1). The intensities in the original (pre-noise) image range from
0 to 255 (and eire integers). It can be seen that with t = 0.00001, essentiaUy
nothing is done, whereas with t = 0.01 too much smoothing is edlowed. Figure 2
presents the results of the new product filter algorithm, with t = 0.0003 emd
random noise of the form 50rand(m, n), compared to MATLAB'S averaging filter,
which averages intensities over 3 x 3 neighbourhoods. Visuedly, the results eire
quite comparable, though the new product filter algorithm seems to do a sUghtly
superior job with detedl preservation (see the man's face and the camera). Also,
the new algorithm gives a superior SNR value (24 versus 22 for M A T L A B ) .
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(a) Original Image

(b) Noisy Image

- " ^ -• ^

(c) t=0.00001

^
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(d) t=0.0001

(e) t=0.001

(f) 1=0.01

•i
%

;

:'
^«

••I
,:::

••4
'_

Figure 1: The Cameraman image with random noise, 50remd(m, n) — 25 rand(Tn, n), for
varying values of t and p = 256. (a) is the origined (pre-noise) image, (b) is the image
with the noise added, (c) to (f) are the processed images with the varying values of t
shown above each sub-image. The SNR values are (b) 43.2793, (c) 46.3497, (d) 63.1046,
(e) 45.1310 and (f) 22.4589.

IMAGE DE-NOISING

(a) Original Image

(b) Noisy Image

(c) Results of New Algorithm

(d) Results of Matlab

Figure 2: A comparison of the new product filter with MATLAB'S averaging filter, t =
0.0003, p = 256 and the noise is 50rand(m,n). (a) is the original image, (b) is the noisy
image, SNR = 21.7465. (c) shows the results of the new product filter, SNR = 24.3076.
(d) shows the results of MATLAB, SNR = 22.1840.
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ON IRREDUCIBLE PARTIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF
GROUPS
M. DOKUCHAEV AND N. ZHUKAVETS
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
We prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible finite degree partial representations of a group G over
a field K and the (usual) irreducible /^-representations of certain groupoid
algebras of connected groupoids constructed from G. We give a structural
result about irreducible partial representations on finite dimensional vector
spaces over K and present the description "up to (usual) representations"
of irreducible partial representations of abelian groups of degrees < 3.
RÉSUMÉ. Nous démontrons qu'il y a une correspondence biunivoque
entre les représentations partielles irréductibles de degré fini sur le corps
K du group G et les if-représentations (usuelles) irréductibles de certaines algèbres de groupoïdes de groupoïdes connexes construites en partant de G. Nous donnons un résultat structurel sur les représentations
partielles irréductibles en espaces vectorielles de dimension finie sur K et
nous présentons la description, "à moins de représentations (usuelles)" des
représentations partielles irréductibles des groupes abéliennes de degré < 3.
Partial representations of groups appeared in the theory of operator algebras
as an effective tool of their study (see [3] emd [6]). In particular, the generators of
the Cuntz-Krieger algebras [1] are images of the free generators of a free group
(of finite rank) with respect to a partial representation (see [4], [5]), and this fact
leads to a deeper understanding of their structure.
By a partial representation of a group G on a vector space V over a field K
we mean a map
7r:G—>End(10,
which sends the unit group element to the identity operator on V, such that for
edl 5, /t € G we have
T r ^ M / t M / i " 1 ) = 7r(5/i)7r(/l-1)

and

7r(fl-l)7r(5)7r(/i) =

«{g^Mgh).

Every R-representation of G on V obviously satisfies this definition but the
peirtied representations are far from being exhausted by the representations in
Received by the editors December 5, 2001.
The first author was supported partially by CNPq of Brazil (Proc. 301115/95-8) and
partially by Fapesp of Brazil (Proc. 01/05305-7).
AMS subject classification: Primary: 16S10; Secondary: 20C07.
Key words and phrases: partial representations of groups, groupoid algebras.
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the usued sense of the word. If we repleice End(V') by an eurbitrary unital Kalgebra A, we get a more genered notion of partied representation. In particular,
if ,4. = End{Wji), where W is a free right modifie over a ring R, then TT becomes
a peirtied R-representation of G on W.
The group algebra KG is responsible for the theory of representations of G
on R-vector spaces; similarly, there is an associative algebra Rp ar (G), cedled the
partial group edgebra of G, which governs the partial representations of G. The
partial group algebra Kp&I{G) can be defined as the semigroup algebra KS{G)
of the semigroup 5(G), generated by the symbols {[g] • g G G} with relations

kT'M/i] = [g-^lgh], [ s M / r 1 ] = \gh\lh-1], g,h e G, and [e] = 1, where

e and 1 are the identity elements of G emd 5(G), respectively. It is shown in
(3] that 5(G) is an inverse semigroup. In [2] the structure of the partial group
edgebras R'par(G) has been determined for a finite group G and the isomorphism
problem for these algebras was studied. The structure of Kpai{G) was described
by constructing for a finite group G a groupoid r(G) whose groupoid edgebra
Rr(G) is isomorphic to R'par(G) and has the same representation theory as the
partial representation theory of G.
Given a partial R-representation 7r:G -> End(V), V can be considered as
a partial G-space, that is, a vector space over K with a product G x V -> V
satisfying the conditions:
(a) ex = x;
{h)
g-1ig{tx))=g-i{{gt)x);
(c) gfrt-ix)) = igtKt-ix),
for ah g,t G G and x GV.
If V is finite dimensioned, taking a basis in V we obtain the corresponding
partied matrix representation TT: G -> Afn(R). Two partial matrix representations
TTI: G -)• Mn{K) and 7^: G ->• M n (R) are equivalent if there exists an invertible
matrix C G GLn{K) such that G ^ T T I ^ G = ^{g) for all 5 e G. It follows that
two partial representations iri:G -» End(Vi), i G {1,2}, are equivalent if there
exists a R-vector space isomorphism ip:Vi -ï V2 such that (pniig) = K2{g)ip for
all g G G. We say that TT: G -> End(V') is reducible, if V contedns an invariemt
partial G-subspace V Ç V. Otherwise, V is cedled irreducible.
By a groupoid F we mean a smedl category in which every morphism is an
isomorphism. We may represent a groupoid as an oriented graph whose vertices
are the objects and the oriented edges are the morphisms. We identify T with
its set of morphisms. Every morphism 7 € F has a source (domedn) «(7) and a
range (codomedn) r(7) which eure the corresponding objects of the category. A
connected component of F is a maximed subgroupoid connected by morphisms.
Then the groupoid algebra KF is a R-vector space whose basis is F and with the
multipUcation given by
7i

Hr

if the composite morphism 7172 exists in F,
otherwise.
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If the number of objects of F is finite then the unity of R T is the sum of all
identity morphisms.
Given an eirbitrary group G the groupoid F(G) is defined as follows. The
elements of F(G) eire the pairs (A,g), where g G G and A is a subset of G
containing the identity element e emd the element g~l. The source of {A,g) is
A and the remge is g A. The multiplication of pairs {A,g), (R, ft) in F = F(G) is
defined for pedrs with A = ftR, in which case we set:

ihB,g)iB,h)

= iB,gh).

For a vertex x of a groupoid F the isotropy group S of x consists of all 7 6 F
with 5(7) = r(7) = x. Decomposing r(G) in a disjoint union U i Ai of connected
components Aj we represent RF(G) as a direct sum ^ i KAi. If Aj has a finite
number m of vertices, then by Proposition 3.1 (b) of [2], KAi — Mm{KH),
where H is the isotropy group of some vertex of Ai. Then for a finite group G
the groupoid algebra RF(G) is isomorphic to a direct sum of algebras of form
M m ( R R ) , where R is a subgroup of G (see [2, Theorem 3.2]). Theorem 2.6
of [2], on the other hand, establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the
peirtial representations of a finite group G and R-representations of R F ( G ) . More
precisely, there is a peirtial representation A: G -4 RT(G) such that every partial
representation ir-.G -> End{V), is of form (poX, where <p: KT{G) -> End(V) is a
representation of RF(G). Obviously, for an arbitreiry representation <p of RT(G),
(poXisa partial representation of G. Since {X{g);g G G} generate the R-algebra
RF(G) (see [2, pp. 516-517]), this yields the desired correspondence. It cem be
verified that it preserves the irreducibility.
The mentioned results from [2] (except Proposition 3.1) refers to partial representations of finite groups. The main working tool is the map A which is defined
by X{g) = ^ABO-1 (Aff)- T ^ s sum becomes infinite if we teike an infinite group
G. This is the main obstruction in deeding with (abstreict) infinite groups and
because of this fact we are not able to prove the isomorphism RF(G) = Rp a r (G).
However, we replace A by a feunily of maps AA, eeich corresponding to a connected component A of F(G) with finite number of vertices, such that it permits
to relate the finite degree partial representations of em infinite group G with
representations of RF(G).
For a subgroupoid A of F(G) denote by VA the set of vertices of A.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group. For every connected component A
with finite number of vertices the map AA: G -^ R A , defined by
AA(S)=

ofT{G)

E (A'5)'
ASg'1

is a partial representation of G into KA. Moreover, for each irreducible finite degree K-representation ip:KA -»• End(Vr), (p o X& is an irreducible partial representation of G. Conversely, for every irreducible finite degree partial
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K-representation TT: G -> End(V) there exist a unique connected component A
of F (G) with finite number of vertices and a unique irreducible representation
it: KA -> End(V) stxcft that TT o AA = TT.
Let R be a subgroup of G amd V be a free right RR-module of finite rank.
Observe that for free RR-modules the "finite rank" is a well defined number.
If ^3: G - • End{VKH) is a partial RR-representation of a finite group G then V
becomes a Rpar(G)-RR-bimodule and eeich R p a r (G)-RR-bimodule gives rise to
a peirtial RR-representation of G on VKH in such a way that equivalent peirtied
representations correspond to isomorphic Rp ar (G)-RR-bimodules. For arbitreiry
G we say that <p:G -t End{VKH) is monomial over H if there is a free RR-basis
for V such that for every g GG each row and eeich column of the matrix of tp{g)
contedns at most one non-zero entry, which is an element of R (observe that we
allow zero rows and zero columns).
It follows from Theorem 1 that each irreducible finite dimensional partied Gspace V can be considered as an irreducible left RA-module where A is a connected component of F(G) with finite number of vertices.
THEOREM 2. Let TT-.G -¥ End{V) be an irreducible finite degree partial representation of G, A be the connected component o/F(G) related to TT and KAV
be the left KA-module corresponding to ir. Then KAV = KAW ®KH U, where
H ÇG is the isotropy group of a vertex A, U is an irreducible left KH-module
and W is the KA-K H-bimodule corresponding to a monomial over H partial
representation ofG.
If G is finite then, of course, each connected component of F(G) has a finite
number of vertices and RF(G) = Rp a r (G). Thus we have:
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a finite group. Then every irreducible left Rpar(G)module is isomorphic to KPtT{G)V<S>KHW, where W is some left KH-module and
KP„(G)^KH
is the bimodule corresponding to a monomial over H partial representation.
It follows from Theorem 2 that in order to reduce the description of irreducible
finite degree partial representations of G to the description of (usued) irreducible
representations of subgroups of G, one needs to know the monomial over subgroups partial representations determined by the connected components of F(G),
which have finite number of vertices.
Let R be a subgroup of an abeUem group G. We give the description of monomial over H peirtial representations of degree < 3, which come from the connected
components (the authors obtained also the description of 4 x 4 such partied representations which are not included here because of space restriction). We denote
by e» j (ft) the elementeiry matrix whose unique non-zero entry is ft 6 R , which is
placed in the intersection of the i-th row and j - t h column.
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1 X 1-PARTIAL MONOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS.
ifu: ft i—> ft, g i—> 0,

for each hG H,g

GG\H.

2 X 2-PARTIAL MONOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS.
tfHta-

ft1—^

ftR,

a _1 fti—>• 62,1 (ft),

ah i—>ei,2(ft),

g 1—^ 0, if 5 ^ R U a R U a

- 1

for every ft e R ,

^

3 X 3-PARTIAL MONOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS.
f^H.a.b.i:

ft'—^ftR,

ah 1—^eii2(ft),

a - 1 f t i — ^ e2,i(ft),
g>-+0,

6 _ 1 fti—^63,1 (ft),

if g ^ H U aH UbH U a^bH
2

2

2

<PH,a,b,2- / l 1 — ^ ^ 1

afli

ab~1hi—>
U a'

2

where a , b , {a^b) ,

a _ 1 6 f t i — ^ 62,3 (ft),

bhi—^ e i ^ f t ) ,
1

63,2(ft),

H U b^H

U

ab^H,

2

ab <£ R , a ^ bH, b $ aH\

—>ei)2(ft)

l

b~ hi—>e3ii(ft),

+ e2,i(ftift),

6ft 1—^ei ) 3(ft),

aèfti—^e2 ) 3(ftift),

g ^ Q ,

ab^hi—>

63,2(ft),

ifg^HUaHUbHliabHub^HUab^H,
2

where a = fti G R , b u t 6 2 ^ R U a R , ab £ H;
<PH,a,b,3- hi—> hE,

ah 1—> ei ( 2(ft)-t-e2,i(ftift),

6ft 1—> e i , 3 ( f t ) + e3,i(ft2ft),

a6ft 1—¥ e2,3(ftift) + e s ^ / ^ f t ) )
p i — ^ 0,

if 3 ^ R U a R U 6 R U a6R,

2

where a = hi G H, b2 = h2 G R , a6 ^ R ;
<PH,a,i- h 1—> hE,

ah 1—• ei,2(ft) + 63,! (ft),

2

a ft i—> e3,2(ft),
gi—>-0,

a^hi—^

62,1 (ft) + ei,3(ft),

_2

a f t 1—> e2,3(ft),

if g ^ R U a R U a ~ 1 R U a 2 R U a ~ 2 R ,

where a 3 , a 4 ^ R ;
VH.a.s:

ft'—^-ftR,

aft 1—>ei,2(ft)-1-63,1 (ft),

a _ 1 f t '—^ e 2 , i ( f t ) - H e i ^ ^ ) ,

a 2 ft 1—> e2,3(ftift) + e3i2(ft),

gi—*0,

\fgiH\JaHUa~lH\Ja2H,

where a 4 = fti € H.
THEOREM 4. Suppose that H is a subgroup of an abelian group G. Then each
irreducible monomial over H partial representation of G of degree < 3, which
comes from a connected component ofT{G), is equivalent to one of the following,
(i) tpn (degree 1).
(ii) >PH,a for some a G G\H with a~lH ^ a R (degree 2).
(Ui) <PH,a,b,l> V/f.a.M, <PH,a.b,3, <PH,aA> VH.af for
6R (degree i).

some

O, 6 € G \ R Ulith aH ^
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ON POLYNOMIALS HAVING ZEROS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE
PIROSKA LAKATOS
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC
RÉSUMÉ.

Nous prouvons que toute zéros du polynomial réel réciproque

hm{z) = l{zm + zm-ï+---

[fl
+ z + l) + ^2ak{zm-k+zk)

(*ec)

k=i

de degré m où / , a o , a i , . . . , a [ m j 6 R, / # 0, m e N, m > 2 sont sur
fm i

le cercle d'unité si |J| > 2 V j ^ j |ajt|. Utilisant ce résultat nous recevrons
qu'un polynomial réciproque Pm(.z) = Y1T=0 AizJ ^z G C^ d e d e g r é r n - 2
avec coefficients réels Aj e R a zéros sur le cercle d'unité supposant que
m-l

\Am\> ]r|A fc -A m |.
fc=i

1. Introduction. The spectred properties of Coxeter transformations play
an important role not only in the representation theory of finite dimensioned
algebras (see [2]) but in number theory too [3], [4]. The investigation of spectral
properties of Coxeter transformation of certain oriented graphs lead us to the
polynomials

m

hmiz) = l{zm + zm-1 + --- + Z + 1) + YJak{zm-k

+ zk)

{z G C)

fc=i

where Z,ao,ai,.. .,a[m] G E, / ^ 0, m 6 N, m > 2. Clearly the zeros of the
first term of ftm are on the unit circle. We shall show that adding the linear
combination of symmetric terms Y^k-i 0'k{zm~k + *k) to the polynomial ^"t-'f 1
the zeros remain on the unit circle provided that / is large enough.
Our basic tool is the Chebyshev transformation of semi-reciprocal polynomials.
We recall the properties of the Chebyshev transformation (see [1]).
Received by the editors March 7, 2002.
Research partially supported by grant NSERC of Canada No. A-7257
AMS subject classification: Primary: 30C15; secondary: 12D10, 42C05.
Key words and phrases: reciprocal, semi-reciprocal polynomials, Chebyshev transform,
zeros on the unit circle.
© Royal Society of Canada 2002.
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DEFINITION

1. A polynomied p of the form
2n

p{z) = YJ0-jZi

{zGC)

j=0

where n G N, ao,...,a2n G K and Oj = a2n-j (j = 0,...,n — 1) is called a
real semi-reciprocal polynomial of degree at most 2n. If a2n 7^ 0 we call p a real
reciprocal polynomial of degree 2n.
Denote by T^jn the set of all reed semi-reciprocal polynomieds of degree at most
2n.
If p G T^m and p is not the zero polynomial then there is an integer k,
0 < k <n such that a2n = a2n-i = • • • = an+fc+i = 0 = an_fc_i = • • • = ao but
On+fc = On-fc # 0.
PROPOSITION 1 {cf. [1, PROPOSITION 2.10]). Every non-zero polynomial p G
TZ2n has the decomposition
k

(1)

n k

p{z) = an+kz -

X[{z2 - ajz +1)
3=1

where a i , . . . , a n G C, on+fc 7^ 0 for some k with 0 < k <n and the convention
n?=i fy := 1 w adopted. IfpG 'R.2n is a reciprocal polynomial of degree 2n then
(1) holds with k = n.
DEFINITION 2. The Chebyshev transform of a non-zero polynomied p G T^n
having the decomposition (1) is defined by

(2)

fc
Tp{x) = On+kYlfr - Otj)
j=l

while for the zero polynomial p let Tp{x) = 0.
It is clear that T maps T^n into the set Vn of all polynomials of degree < n
with real coefficients.
PROPOSITION 2 {cf. [1, PROPOSITION 2.10]). The Chebyshev transform T is
an isomorphism of the (real) vector space R.2n onto Vn-

The zeros of polynomials p G ^n and that of Tp are connected by:
LEMMA 1. Let p be a real reciprocal polynomial of degree 2n. Then all zeros
ofp are on the unit circle if and only if all zeros of its Chebyshev transform Tp
are in the closed interval [—2,2].
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2. Results eind proofs.
THEOREM 1. All zeros of the (real reciprocal) polynomial

(fl

(3)

hmiz) = l{zm + zm-l + --- + z + l) + Y/ ak{zm-k + zk)

{zGC)

fc=i

of degree m where l,ao,ai,... ,a[m| G K, Z ^ 0, m G N, m > 2 are on the unit
circle if
[fl

(4)

|Z|>2]i>fc|.
k=l

If m = 2n is em even number then with the notation Vj{z) = zJ +
z*-1+ •-- + ! = ^ f i , e^z) = zJ, Wj{z) = ^ + 1 {j = 0,1,...) we have
PROOF.

n

h2n{z) = lV2n{z) + ^rakek{z) • W2n-2k{z),
fc=l

therefore
Tft2„(x) = lTv2n{x) + ^

akT{ek • W2n-2k){x).

fc=l

Factorizing V2n, W2n-2k we can find the Chebychev transforms Tu2n,T(efc •
W2n-2k) directly. Moreover they can be expressed by the help of the Chebychev
polynomieds Tn,Un of the first and second kind (defined by Tn(cosx) = cosna;,
Un{cosx) = 5i2i2±i^ (n = 0,1,...) see e.g. [5]) as

r(e f c • W2n-2k){x) = 2Tn-k ( | ) •

Thus we have

(5)

Thtnix,) = I [Un ( f ) + R„-, ( f ) ) + E

2a r

* n-fe ( f ) '

fe=l

Let
Xj = 2 cos yj with yj =

2

2n-|-l

2n (j = 0,..., n)

then by (5)
Th2n{Xj) = 2
= 2

i c ; r , 2n±l
2 %
sin i y j

l(-l)i

+ ^ ajt cos(n - k)yj

"

fe=i

- r - g - + X,afc c o s ( n " A: )%
8111

2

fc=1
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If j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1 then 0 < sin f < 1, YZ^i \ak cos(n - k)yj\ < E L i lafcl
and by (4) the sign of the expression in the bracket is (-1) J sgni.
If j = n then ?/n = TT and the expression in the breicket is
l

-{-l)n + J2ak{-l)n-k = (-1)" U + E^" 1 )*) •

Its sign is (—1)" sgnZ if in (4) strict inequality holds or if in (4) we have equality
and at least for one k, {1 < k < n) we have sgnl = sgn(—l)fcsgnafc. If we
have equality in (4) emd sgnl = sgn(-l)' : + 1 sgna/t for allfc= 1,... ,n then the
expression in the breicket is zero.
Thus either sgnTft2n(^) = sgn(-l) J sgn/ (j = 0,...,n) or sgn7'ft2n(^j) =
sgn(-l) J ' sgnZ (j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1) and Tft2n(a;n) = 0. In both cases Tft2n has n
distinct zeros in the interved [—2,2]. Applying Lemma 1 we get our statement.
If m = 2n + 1 is an odd number then we have ft2n+i(2) = {z + l)h2n{z) with
ft2n(2) = lv2n{z) + I2fc=1 akZkW2n-2k{z) where
V2n{z) = Z2n + Z2n-2 + ... + z2 + l= Vn{z2)
'W2n-2k{z) =

Z2n+1-2k

W2n+l-2k{z)
Z+l

+1

Z+l

Finding Tv2n, T{ek-W2n-2k) from the corresponding feictorizations emd rewriting
them by the help of Chebychev polynomials we get

Ti52n(x) = Un ( I ) ,
T(efc • W2n-2k){x) = Un-k ( g ) - Vn-k-l ( - j .
where we adopt the convention R-i(x) = 0 (x G C).
By the linearity of the Chebyshev tremsform and we have
(6)

Tft2n(x)
= lUn\
rft2„(x) =
lUn

(|) + f > [Un.k (|/) - t/n-fc-l (f)] •
fc=l

Let
Xj = 2 cosyj

2n + 2

2-K (j = 0,...,n)

then by (6) we have
ThlniXj)

= 2

lsm{n + l)yj
2
s\nyj

|

ELi a fcCos 2 "-f +1 2/ J 2cos\

j M y + ELi^sin^cos^f^l^
sinj/j
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Since yj G ]0,7r[ we have sin j/j > 0, 0 < sin ^- < 1, | cos 2 " ~ 2 * ! + 1 | / j | < 1 for all
fc = 1,...,n therefore the sign of the expression in the bracket is sgn Isgn(—1)J.
Thus sgn(Tft2n(ari)) = sgn I sgn(-l)-' {j = 0,1,..., n) proving that Tft2n has n
diiferent zeros in [—2,2]. Applying Lemma 1 completes the proof.
•
1—1

We remark that the condition \l\ > X)fc=i lafcl is n o t sufficient for edl polynomialsftmto have edl zeros on the unit circle. A counterexample is the polynomial
g{x) = (x4 + x 3 + x 2 + x + 1) + 2x2.
Theorem 1 cem be formulated in a more symmetric way. This formulation
explains, in a certain way, the appearance of the factor 2 in (4).
THEOREM

2. All zeros of the reciprocal polynomial
m

Pm{z) = Y,Ajzj

izGC)

j=0

of degree m > 2 with real coefficients Aj G R (i.e., Am ^ 0 and Aj = Am-j for
all j = 0,..., [y]^ are on the unit circle, provided that
m-l

(7)

|A m |>X|A f c -A m |.
k=i

PROOF. Comparing the coefficients of zJ in ftm and Pm we see that for even
m = 2n
A2n = Ao = l, A2n-i= Ai =1+01,...,An+i=

An-i = 1+0^-1, An = Z-|-2an

thus I = A2„, afc = A2n-fc - A2n = Ak - A2n for fc = 1,2,..., n - 1 and
2an = An — A2n. Therefore the condition (4) cem be written as
n-l

2n-l

|^2„| > 2 J ] |Afc - A2„| + \An - A2n\ = 53 1^ - A2n|
fc=i fe=i

which is the seime as (7).
For odd m = 2n + 1 the comparison of the coefficients gives that
A2n+i = Ao = l,

A2n = Ai = I + ai,..., An+i = An = l + an

thus I = A2„-i-i, ak = A2„+i_fc - A2n+i = Afc - A2n+i forfc= 1,2,..., n and (4)
cem be written as
n

n

|A2„+l | > 2 X) |Afc - A2n+l | = Yli\Ak - A2n+l | + |A2„+i-fc - A2„+i I)
fc=l fc=l

2n

= Hl^fc-A2 n+ i|
fc=l

proving (7).

m
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1. The manuscript of a full version of this paper was sent to Professor Andrzej Schinzel for his comments. After seeing my paper, he has informed
me that he can generahze Theorem 2 to the case of self-inversive polynomials
over C and that he intends to publish this generalization independently.
REMARK
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